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Abstract

Wireless sensor network is a network of sensor nodes that function in a cooperative
manner to monitor the changes in the physical environment. Wireless sensor networks
are used in environment and habitat monitoring, healthcare applications, building
automation, and traffic control to name a few. Typically, wireless sensor node is a low
power embedded device which consists of a microcontroller, sensors, wireless
transceiver and a battery. These devices are usually distributed in a physical
environment which makes it difficult to maintain the network manually.

The IEEE 802.15.4 and Zigbee are considered as standard protocols for wireless sensor
networks. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is originally proposed for battery powered
embedded devices that operate in a personal operating space. However its low power
nature and the easy availability of the hardware chips based on this standard made it
suitable for wireless sensor networks.

Although, IEEE 802.15.4 is being considered as a promising standard for low-cost lowpower Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), several issues in the specification are still
open. One of those open issues is how to build a synchronized multi-hop mesh network
for scalable, reliable and robust networking. In fact, while the current specification
supports multi-hop networking using peer-to-peer topology, it restricts its usage to the
beaconless mode. This thesis presents the MeshMAC, an extension to the current IEEE
802.15.4 standard in which mesh networking in the low power beacon mode is enabled
through the usage of distributed beacon scheduling. The MeshMAC has been
implemented on top of the Open-ZB IEEE 802.15.4 stack in TinyOS. The feasibility of
the MeshMAC is demonstrated and evaluated through both physical test-bed and
computer based emulation.
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1

Introduction

In recent years the growth of embedded devices has been phenomenal and has become
part of our daily life. These devices are typically designed to perform specific tasks and
generally controlled by a microcontroller. Such microcontroller based devices are also
called as embedded systems.
The cost of the microcontroller chips becomes cheaper with the mass production and
performance is increased due to innovation in the chip integration technologies. This
trend is likely to continue due to Moore’s law [1].
The advancement in miniaturization in the hardware chip fabrications leads to very
small chip solutions with reduced form factor. The recent growth in the wireless
technologies has added the communication capabilities for these embedded devices. The
applications of these wireless embedded systems are widely used in our daily life such
as mobile phones, personal digital assistance (PDA) and many more consumer
electronic appliances. Many of these applications use high data rate and power
consuming wireless transmission technologies which require either line power or battery
support for few hours. However, in recent years there is an interest in the research
community to develop low data rate applications to monitor physical and environmental
conditions. These applications are used in industrial process monitoring and control,
machine health monitoring, environment and habitat monitoring, healthcare applications,
home automation, and traffic control etc. Generally the low power low data rate
wireless devices have a microcontroller, a sensor, and a wireless module and battery
source that is expected to run for a long time without recharging. Hence the wireless
medium access control protocol used for these applications requires to be very power
efficient.
Wireless networks can be classified into wide area networks (WAN), metropolitan area
network (MAN), local area network (LAN) and personal area network (PAN)
depending on the area covered. In recent years there is an increasing interest in
developing applications for personal area networks due to the growth of electronic
gadgets such as video games, mobile phones and mp3 players etc which requires data
connectivity within a short range.
There are a wide range of wireless protocols for personal area networks, standards based
and proprietary. Each wireless protocol for personal area network differs by many

factors such as transmission reception technology, area coverage, data rate and energy
usage etc as listed in the table 1.1.
The selection of appropriate wireless protocol for a specific embedded system depends
on application requirement, processing capabilities, energy consumption and data rate.
Although embedded systems can be designed using 8-bit,

16-bit and 32bit

microprocessors or microcontrollers for various applications, 8-bit microcontrollers are
widely used for their simple design, low power and low cost. Many market research
company surveys report [2] [3] that about 55% of all central processing units (CPU)
sold in the world are 8-bit microcontrollers by volume and about 4 billion 8-bit
controllers are used in a year.
Standard
/
Proprietary
Frequency
band
Max Signal
rate
Nominal
range
Nominal Tx
Power

802.15.1
(Bluetooth)

802.15.3a
(UWB)

802.15.4

IMb/s

3.1-10.6
GHz
110 Mb/s

868/915MHz
, 2.4 GHz
250 Kb/s

802.11a/
Z-Wave
b/g (Wi (Proprietary)
Fi)
2.4GHz, 900MHZ
5 GHz
54 Mb/s 40Kbps

10m

10m

10-100m

100m

30m

(-25)-0 dBm

1520dBm

(-20)-(+5)dBm

2.4GHz

O-lOdBm
41.3dBm/
MHz

Table 1.1 Wireless protocol standards

Typically 8-bit microcontrollers can operate near ImW while running at lOMHz and
support the low power standby mode where IpW is required. Microcontroller usually
has a built in processor with limited amount of memory and additional peripheral
components in a single chip.
In order to add wireless communications for 8-bit microcontrollers based embedded
system, the communication transceiver and the protocols need to be simple, low power
and low cost. But, compared to the microcontroller and other peripherals, radio
transceiver chips consume more power. Moreover Wireless standards such as 802.11
are not designed for low data rate operations. This leads to the requirement of defining a
new wireless protocol specifically for battery powered low power devices that operate
over short distances.
lEEE-Standards Association (lEEE-SA) is a well known standards body which has
standardized the 802.3 for Ethernet, 802.11 for wifi based wireless networks and
802.15.1 (Bluetooth) for Personal area networks. The IEEE 802.15.4 working group was

formed to specify a low data rate wireless solution to the battery operated devices that
require low power and be able to operate for longer time. The standard was released in
2003 as IEEE 802.15.4-2003 [4] and later updated by the publication of IEEE 802.15.42006 [5]. This standard specifies the low data rate Physical (PHY) and medium access
control (MAC) layer protocol for Low Rate-Wireless Personal Area Networks (LRPAN). Possible applications as given in standard are sensors, interactive toys, smart
badges, remote control and home automation. This standard has been extended as IEEE
802.15.4a 2007 which adds an amendment to support an additional PHY layer based on
ultra wide band (UWB).
In 2001 University of California at Berkeley for the project smart dust [6] [7] developed
a new type of miniature wireless embedded devices called mote or sensor node with the
aim of using them in Wireless Sensor Networks. The components in the sensor nodes
are microcontroller, transceiver, external memory and power source. Initial motes used
proprietary wireless transceiver solutions from the semiconductor companies.
Wireless sensor network is a wireless network, consisting of spatially autonomous
devices with the sensors that are distributed in the field of interest to cooperatively
monitor physical parameters such as temperature, sound, humidity etc. Wireless sensor
network consists of low cost, tiny and low power nodes.
Although IEEE 802.15.4 was intended for LR-PAN, the properties of this type of
network such as low data rate, low cost and low power consumption made this standard
also suitable for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Therefore, and due to this suitability,
the IEEE 802.15.4 created a lot of interest in the industry and research community to
develop and deploy wireless sensor networks. This led to development of transceiver
chip solutions based on this standard and later motes also largely used IEEE 802.15.4
standard based chips.
Since the mentioned standard was only designed to specify the Physical and MAC
layers, new standards were necessary to specify upper layers. The Zigbee alliance [8],
an organization of companies interested in low cost, low power wireless networked
devices, proposed a complete protocol stack standard with the aim of defining an
universal standard for the network layer and the application layer using IEEE 802.15.4
as base. As time goes by, new interests are appearing in the WSN domain such as the
use of the internet protocols and industrial automation protocols which may allow in the
future connecting these networks to the World Wide Web and industrial networks

seamlessly. In order to achieve this goal, Internet standardising group IETF has created
a working group named 6Iowpan [9] to investigate IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4.
Apart from 15.4 based MAC, there are many other MAC protocols that are being
proposed in sensor network research community to solve various problems by using the
same IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer radio transceivers. These MAC protocols may not fit
into the requirement of the above standard networking protocols which requires
standard IEEE 802.15.4 complaint MAC.
According to a market analysis company OnWorld [10] which is researching on
wireless sensor network market, in 2007, there were 7 million IEEE 802.15.4 chipsets
sold all over the world. This research also says that IEEE 802.15.4 constitutes 45% of
the deployed WSN nodes for industrial applications. This market research reports the
significant usage of IEEE 802.15.4 in Home Area network. Oil & Gas applications, and
crops management applications. Thus IEEE 802.15.4 has become a de-facto standard
for wireless sensor networks.
Functionally IEEE 802.15.4 standard classifies the communicating devices into three
categories namely coordinator, PAN coordinator and device. Coordinator is a device
that is capable of relying message from one node to other. PAN coordinator is also a
coordinator device if it is the principal controller for the network. PAN coordinator and
coordinator devices are also called as Full Functional devices by their capability. The
coordinator nodes are called as router nodes in Zigbee standard. This thesis uses both
phrases “coordinator” and “router” to represent IEEE 802.15.4 coordinator nodes.
Generally a WPAN can be formed by connecting more than one device where there
must be at least one device which coordinates the network and it is called by its function
as PAN coordinator. IEEE 802.15.4 defines two types of devices called Full Functional
devices (FFD) and Reduced Functional Devices (RFD) based on their capabilities. Full
functional devices can act as a PAN coordinator and also are able to forward data from
one device to another device. Reduced Functional devices are intended for limited data
transfer with a full functional device.
The communication in IEEE 802.15.4 is based on star topology and peer-peer. As
shown in figure 1.1, in a star topology, a centralised node which is called as PAN
coordinator initiates the network, coordinates the connection management and also
controls the data communication between each other nodes called which are called as
end devices. In star topologies, nodes cannot communicate each other and hence limits
the communication region to the transmission range of the PAN coordinator.

In peer-peer communication also, a centralised node which is called as PAN coordinator
initiates the network formation, however after that, any node in the network can
communicate with any other node in its transmission range without PAN coordinator
node’s control. This property of IEEE 802.15.4 allows formation of complex topologies
such as mesh networking topology and cluster tree topology.
The cluster tree topology extends the coverage area by allowing the nodes to forward
data further using multi hopping. The tree topology is generally initiated by a root node
in a top level hierarchy and communicates with the next level hierarchy nodes in the
tree. Although tree topology allows extending the network to larger area it limits each
node to communicate only with nodes one level above or below in hierarchy, hence
number of routes from the leaf node to the root node is always one.

Figure 1.1 Wireless networks topologies

In a mesh network topology also there may be a central node which initiates the
network, but it differs in a way that every node in the network can communicate with
one or more adjacent nodes in the communication area. This enables every node to not
only generate the data to the central node, but also to forward the data to any other
nearby node using multi hopping. The multiple redundant route features improve the

reliability of data transmission by providing a better alternative route when a link
quality of current route is degraded.
IEEE 802.15.4 operates on two modes namely beacon mode where every device is
synchronized with a special control packet called beacons and a non-beacon mode
where the devices are not synchronized. Beacon enabled mode is generally used for
energy efficiency as the nodes can go for sleep and periodically synchronize with the
beacon. The slotted carrier sense multiple access / collision avoidance (CSMA-CA) is
used as transmission strategy in beacon enabled mode. In the non-beacon mode, the
device is active all time and the access is based on un-slotted CSMA/CA. Typically
FED may transmit beacons and RED cannot transmit beacons, but synchronize with a
beacon of any FED. The beacon enabled mode is limited to star topology and is not
supported for the cluster tree and mesh topologies which are based on peer-peer
communications.
1.1

Motivation

Wireless sensor networks are the key to gathering information needed by smart
environments, whether in buildings, utilities, industrial, home, transportation and
system automation or elsewhere in a shorter to medium distant area. Besides these
applications, wireless sensor networks are used for environmental monitoring, habitat
monitoring and military battlefields which require quite a larger area.
Smart buildings are often maintained by building management systems (BMS) to
maintain the building energy efficient, environmental friendly and aesthetic to the
occupants. Traditionally BMS are usually connected with sensors and control systems
through wires. The system needs to be well defined in the construction phase itself and
it is difficult to alter the existing setup later in the maintenance phase. But, technological
and business requirements may expect the BMS to handle additional sensor systems.
For example a phannaceutical company may require more data such as various
chemical contents in the air etc which is different from normal office requirements. To
add, remove any new sensors in a wired infrastructure is complex and expensive.
Wireless sensor networks could add more value for the BMS and in some places it can
also replace the wired sensor networks.
The topology of wireless sensor networks for BMS must address the need for frequent
changes in configuration of buildings which results from the changing business models

and also must cover throughout the building. It requires multi-hopping feature to cover a
wider area. Hence, the star topology of the wireless sensor networks may not be suitable.
The large number of wireless sensor devices does not only sense the data in the place of
interests but also forward the data from each other and also make control decisions
which require higher degree of communication between nodes in their direct
neighbourhood. These devices may be distributed in ceilings, tables, beds and gardens
etc. This makes most of the devices to be battery powered. Hence energy efficiency is
of primary importance in designing such networks
General expectations in these applications are i) faster and easier installation ii) easier
maintenance with less human support iii) nodes should run for a longer period of time
without recharging the battery often. Hence the applications, middleware, protocol stack
and hardware must be sensitive to power consumption and also are self configurable.
In order to design a power efficient wireless network, it is very important to use low
power wireless technologies and the network must be optimized for power efficiency.
This inspired the research on designing a low power wireless sensor network protocols
for sensor networks which is presented here. The design of such wireless sensor
network protocols largely depends on the network topologies as these network
topologies affect both the power consumption and also operation of the protocol stack.
Mesh networks also require a central node to collect the data the network formation or
data transmissions is independent of central node. Thus mesh networks operate in a
distributed manner, and their capabilities are listed below.
•

Self configuring - node must be able to join and form the network autonomously

•

Self healing - to repair the network in the event of failure of any nodes in the
route

•

Scalability - ability to extend the network

The application of wireless sensor networks influences the selection of network
topologies. In addition to that the general requirements of wireless sensor networks such
as multi-hopping, ad-hoc behaviour, less or no human intervention and dynamic link
quality are more suitable in case of mesh networks.
Hence, the preferred network topology is a mesh network as it provides multiple routes
between peer nodes via multi-hop communication rather than simple one-hop star or
single route tree topologies. In this thesis, the research is focused on designing an
energy efficient wireless sensor network protocol that supports mesh topology.

1.2

Problem statement and Objectives

IEEE 802.15.4 specifies the MAC protocol for LR-WPANs that operate in personal
operating space which is in the range about 10 meters. In order to use this protocol for
wireless sensor networks with mesh capability, multi hop feature needs to be supported.
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard does not specify a method to support multi hop feature for
beacon enabled coordinator nodes. In order to support beacon enabled mesh network for
IEEE 802.15.4 standard network, two important problems have to be addressed.
•

Beacon scheduling for multiple coordinators

•

Data transmission strategy with adjacent beacon enabled coordinator nodes.

The solution to these problems should be designed in a distributed manner to keep the
network scalable.
Moreover the sensor network is composed of a low power low cost microcontroller
based nodes with limited memory. So, the solution has to be simple and memory
efficient.
In general, the PHY layer is implemented by the radio transceiver chips and the MAC
layer is implemented in software. There exist very few open source implementations of
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC for WSN [11]. Apart from that, there are IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
implementations by the chip vendors that are proprietary. The existing open source
implementations are not scalable and do not perform well in a large scale Multi-hop
scenario in an energy efficient manner. Ideally, the wireless sensor networks require
completely autonomous, ad-hoc and self healing characteristics. There is a wide gap
between these goals, specifications and actual implementations. The characteristics of
WSN nodes such as low power 8bit microcontrollers with less memory makes this more
complicated.
This research is aimed at providing an open source implementation of scalable mesh
networking protocol over IEEE 802.15.4 based MAC.
1.3

Contributions

In order to enable multi hop mesh network with IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode an
efficient beacon scheduling mechanism is necessary. This thesis analyses state of the art
solutions available for this problem and addresses those issues by defining a distributed
beacon scheduling algorithm to enable power efficient mesh networking.
This thesis proposes the Mesh-MAC protocol to extend IEEE 802.15.4 Mac layer to
support distributed beacon scheduling and peer-peer data transfer mechanism in a large

scale beacon enabled network. This proposal trades off energy efficiency with robust
connectivity and increases the network life time. This protocol is well scalable as the
beacon scheduling is done in an ad-hoc manner with a little information from two hop
neighbours, where the central node control is not necessary.
The MeshMAC protocol is implemented in TinyOS 1.x and evaluated in Crossbow’s
MICAz [12] hardware platform that contains an Atmegal28 8bit microcontroller with
TI’s CC2420 radio transceiver controller. This MeshMAC protocol implementation is
based on Open-ZB [13] an open-source implementation of IEEE 802.15.4 and extends it
for mesh networking support with distributed beacon scheduling algorithm.
The MeshMAC implementation is evaluated in a live test-bed and the results are
summarised in this thesis. To extend the evaluation scenario for a large scale network,
AvroraZ [15] an emulator for MICAz is used.
This thesis proves an energy efficient mesh enabled IEEE 802.15.4 network with
distributed beacon scheduling algorithm is possible by various tests analysis.
1.4

Organization of thesis

Chapter 2 discusses the mesh protocols for wireless sensor networks and compares the
wireless sensor network protocols with Wireless local area network (WLAN) protocols.
This chapter also lists the possible overheads that cause unwanted energy consumptions
in the transceiver and the problems of carrier sensing MAC protocols. The state of the
art MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks and their evolution is explained. The
IEEE 802.15.4 is summarised and the problems in enabling mesh over this protocol is
also identified. Various potential solutions are discussed and a new solution for the
same problem is proposed.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the development tools of the MeshMAC
implementation - TinyOS 1.x and NesC language. The implementation details of the
Open-ZB in relevance to the MeshMAC implementation are explained. The MeshMAC
data structures, components and the timers are described in detailed with their usage.
Various functional operations of the MeshMAC are discussed in detail. An overview of
distributed beacon scheduling and data transfer using mesh networking mechanism is
explained with examples.
Chapter 4 discusses the evaluation methods in a sensor network made up of MICAz
motes under various test scenarios. The same evaluations were repeated with more
number of nodes using AvroraZ emulator. The MeshMAC is evaluated for functional

operations and the energy efficiency. For the functional evaluations, distributed beacon
scheduling functionality of the MeshMAC is demonstrated using multiple numbers of
nodes in a live testbed and AvroraZ emulator. The mesh data transfer functionality is
demonstrated using a sample application which finds multiple data path from a source
node to the PAN coordinator node. The AvroraZ emulator’s battery monitor is used to
evaluate the energy consumption of various transceiver modes. The energy consumption
of the MeshMAC is evaluated against the energy consumption of SDS algorithm, IEEE
802.15.4 beaconless mode. The energy efficiency is also evaluated under varying node
densities.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis and discusses the future work for the MeshMAC
protocol stack.
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2 Mesh Protocols for IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is expected to enable a wide variety of low-cost control and
monitoring applications with relaxed throughput requirements and with a strong
emphasis on power conservation, involving devices with limited processing and
memory storage capabilities like sensors and actuators. One such application area is
home automation or building management systems which includes heating ventilation
and air conditioning (HVAC), security, lighting, and control of objects such as curtains,
windows, doors, and locks and provides a great opportunity for applying wireless
communication and network technologies.
Traditionally, the thermostats are located in the corridor, near the wall and in rooms
with less human presence. Hence the temperature readings often do not correlate with
the temperature experienced by those living in the home which reflects the necessity of
more efficient heat control system. This can be achieved by distributing wireless
thermostats throughout the home and they would communicate with the ventilation
controllers using the HVAC system to regulate the temperature in rooms individually.
Some applications also allow integrating the wireless sensors with the light bulbs and
ballasts hence the traditional switches can be replaced with wireless switches. The
performance of such systems could be improved when nodes are not only collecting
data in the area of interest but also shares the information with adjacent nodes. This
setup could form a mesh network where nodes can communicate with each other and
forward the data to building management system software.
The IEEE 802.15.4 supports star and mesh topologies. The mesh topologies are
generally favoured due to i) intrinsic flexibility, iijenhanced reliability as a result of path
redundancy and iii) low power consumption since a destination can be reached with the
help of intermediate nodes.
The mesh networking is classified as two types such as full mesh topology and partial
mesh topology [16]. Full mesh network topology connects each node in the network
thereby directly communicating with each other where as in partial mesh topology each
node connects with at least one node in the network but there exists a path to any node
in the network. Full mesh network limits the range of node to single hop with a
transmission range of 10s of meters in line of sight (LOS) which is not suitable for
multihop sensor networks. But, the partial mesh networking can extend the network
coverage for a wider range which is more suitable for wireless sensor networks.
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The IEEE 802.15.4 does not support the mesh topologies in energy efficient beacon
enabled mode. This chapter discusses the requirements, problems and candidate
approaches to enable mesh networking for IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN with beacon
enabled mode and the proposed new approach to solve this problem, the MeshMAC.
2.1

MAC Protocols for Wireless sensor networks

The protocols for low data rate networks such as wireless sensor networks differ from
typical WLAN protocols in that they trade off performance (latency and throughput) for
a reduction in energy consumption to maximize the lifetime of the network. This
prompted the development of novel protocols in all layers of the network stack.
However, the most power-consuming component of a typical sensor node is radio which
enables larger gains to be achieved at the link layer. This is generally achieved by duty
cycling the radio, and it is the MAC layer that controls when the radio is switched on
and off This causes an important consequence that a MAC protocol needs to be aware
of its neighbour’s sleep/active schedules, since sending a message is only effective
when the destination node is awake and can receive. The design of such MAC protocols
largely depends on the topology of the networks. For example the star topology requires
only one schedule, where every node communicates only with a coordinator. However
design of such MAC becomes complex in case of tree and mesh topologies. The
selection of such schedule should also avoid the traditional media access problems.
The MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks generally handle the following
overheads [I7j in terms of energy consumptions.

Overhearing
There is a possibility of receiving messages which are not intended for the given
transceiver. Overhearing and processing those messages consumes power which can be
saved otherwise.

Collisions
Collisions are caused due to simultaneous data transmission by two nodes. Although
this could be avoided by random backoff within a contention window, collisions still
occur. Collisions cause multiple retransmissions. The addition of retransmission could
also cause more collisions and waste energy.

Traffic fluctuations
Wireless sensor network applications often fluctuate in event based scenarios that can
result in congestion in the network.
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Idle listening
The main source of energy waste is in keeping the transceiver in receive mode for an
arrival of data from a sender. The inability to predict the data arrival time could make
the transceiver always active.
Protocol overhead
The control messages are usually considered as overhead as they do not contain useful
application data and therefore need to be limited.
2.2

Problems in MAC Protocols

The common problems that are found in single-hop wireless networks are increased for
mesh networks as they employ multi-hop communication. The most common problems
found in literature are listed and explained as follows [16].
•

Hidden node problem

•

Exposed node problem

•

Information Dissemination

2.2.1

Hidden Terminal Problem

The hidden node problem results from the inability of the transmitter to estimate the
current signal interference and noise ratio (SINK) at a receiver. During an existing
transmission to a receiver node, another distant transmitter which is not in the first
transmitter’s transmission range but initiates another transmission to another receiver
that is nearer to the first receiver or to the first receiver itself This result in low SINR at
both receivers and both transmissions fail. Thus hidden node problem occurs due to the
lack of knowledge about the current neighbour node’s data receptions that lead to
collisions. This problem is more common in carrier sensing MACs and is usually
addressed by flow control packets.

Figure 2.1 Hidden node problem

The hidden terminal problem is illustrated in Figure 2.1 where a device A is transmitter
and B is a receiver and node A’s Transmission range is within node B. There exists a
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new node C where B is located within C’s transmission range but A is away from C’s
transmission range. Hence the transmission A and C is not known to each other. Hence
both the nodes A and C can potentially transmit data to node B at the same time and
could cause collision. The design of mesh protocol should avoid hidden node terminal
problem by taking into account, two hop neighbour nodes.
2.2.2 Exposed node problem
Exposed nodes are complimentary to hidden node problem. Due to attenuating obstacles
two or more simultaneous transmissions would be possible but they do not take place
because the transmitter assumes that they would interfere with the first transmission.
This causes the wireless medium to be underutilized. A better channel access
mechanism is needed to improve the scalability of the mesh networks without causing
hidden node problem.

Figure 2.2 Exposed node problems

The exposed node problem can be illustrated as in Figure 2.2 where device A and B is
located in each other’s transmission range and nodes B and C in each other’s
transmission range but A and C are mutually hidden. Similarly node D is located in
node C’s transmission range. When node B transmits data to node A, although node C
can transmit data to node D without causing any interference, it defers to do so since
node B’s transmission is sensed by C.
2.2.3 Information dissemination
The distance between any transmitter and receiver is limited to provide minimum signal
strength at the receiver. Hence the transmission of a message is limited by shorter
distance which is 10 meters of personal operating space (POS) in the case of IEEE
802.15.4 based networks. Passing a message to the whole network requires several
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forwarding transmissions by intermediate nodes. Hence efficient methods for message
broadcasts should be supported by the MAC. Also the protocol itself should not rely on
a centralized structure where all decisions are done in a single entity similar to PAN
coordinator and then distributed to all end devices. To enhance the network reliability,
as many decisions as possible should be done in a bounded neighbourhood, so that a
central point of failure is avoided.
2.3

State of the art MAC protocols

A large number of energy efficient MAC protocols have been proposed, each with its
own specific trade-off These MAC protocols can be classified based on how they
organize time and access [17] to the radio channel namely random, slotted and framebased access and they are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

B-MAC

Preamble Sampling T^pWise-MA^

slot

S-MAC

T-MAC

» X-MAC

^CSMA-MPS]

SCP-MAC

(pP^^hybrid

ICrankshafq

Figure 2.3 MAC Protocols according to historic development[17]

The random access methods are based on Low-Power Listening (LPL) [18] technique or
preamble sampling [19] where the receivers periodically sample the channel for activity
at a duty cycle. The sender notifies the intended receiver by transmitting a long
preamble that spans the receiver’s polling interval. Hence the costs for idle receiving
are reduced by trading off with sender (longer preambles). The B-MAC [20] protocol
improves this idea by dynamically configuring the sleep interval. There were many
optimizations on these protocols by maintaining clock-phase offsets of neighbours such
as WiseMAC [21] and strobing the wake-up signal (CSMA-MPS [22] and X-MAC
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[23]). The disadvantage with this method is, extending the preamble requires
modifications in standard protocol headers, and it is allowed only on byte level radio
and is difficult to achieve in packet based radio controllers.
In the slotted access based MAC, nodes synchronize on a global schedule with an
alternative sequence of active and sleep periods. The S-MAC [24] supports this feature
with a fixed duty cycle and T-MAC supports it with an adaptive duty cycle which
accommodates traffic fluctuations automatically and SCP-MAC [25] allows an
advanced contention resolution mechanism which only involves the sending nodes. The
down side of this method is that all communication is grouped into active periods which
may result in higher collisions. However this method has a large scope to improve by
allowing multiple active periods for a group of nodes.
In the frame-based access, the communication is scheduled in a greater detail with slots
being assigned to the nodes based on information about a two hop neighbourhood
making it inherently collision-free. The LMAC [28] includes a bit set in the slot header
which specifies the occupied slots. This bit set is used to determine a schedule for a new
node. TRAMA [27] broadcasts detailed information about the traffic flow in every node
to select appropriate schedule however at the cost of protocol overhead and complexity.
The frame based protocols are more attractive as they avoid idle listening, overhearing
and collisions.
A recent trend is to combine the flexibility of random, CSMA style access with collision
free frame-based time division multiple access (TDMA). Z-MAC [29] implements a
TDMA overlay on top of B-MAC and switches depending on the level of contention.
PMAC [30] and Crankshaft [31] schedule their receive slots with senders contending for
access using CSMA and channel polling respectively. However selection of an
appropriate technique depends on the application and the hardware platform. These
protocols address one or more specific problems in accessing the medium but do not
specify a generalised standard for the wireless sensor network domain and they don’t
follow any existing standards.
The emergence of IEEE 802.15.4 packet-based radios which use some of the framebased and hybrid access methods has changed the MAC protocol assumptions
significantly. In particular the control of preamble length and low power listening is not
possible with these radios. Moreover, packet based radios freed the microcontrollers
from processing every single byte that are transmitted/received by the radio, which
consumed most of the CPU resources. The emergence of packet based radios provide
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better energy-per-bit ratios than byte level radios, but brings new overheads such as
idle-listening. For example CC2420 an IEEE 802.15.4 based radio consumes more
energy when receiving than when transmitting. Hence, recently the research is focused
on optimising the MAC protocols specific to the IEEE 802.15.4 packet-based radios.
Currently many wireless sensor hardware platforms, protocols are based on this
standard.
2.4

IEEE 802.15.4

The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol specifies a beacon enabled and a beaconless mode of
operation. In the beaconless mode, devices communicate asynchronously, requiring the
network coordinator to be continuously in receive mode, awaiting reception of data
transmissions from other devices. Those devices compete for channel access using an
unslotted non-persistent CSMA/'CA protocol. In the beacon enabled mode, devices
synchronize their actions and coordinate data transmission with each other. The PAN
coordinator periodically transmits beacon frames to its neighbour nodes, which are then
broadcast throughout the entire network through other coordinator nodes. The
coordinator organizes channel access and data transmission using a superframe structure.
As shown in Figure 2.4, the superframe is bound by network beacons and is divided into
16 equally sized slots, the first of which is dedicated to the transmission of the beacon
frame. The main purpose of the beacon is to synchronize devices in the network, to
identify the PAN coordinator, and to describe the superframe structure.
Active period (SD)
Bl

CAP
1

CFP

Inactive Period

n

234 56789 10 11 12 1314 15 16

Figure 2.4 Superframe structure in the 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode

This superframe stmcture provides a contention access period (CAP) in which all
devices use a slotted CSMA/CA protocol to gain access and compete for time slots and
a contention free period (CFP) for low latency applications with guaranteed time slots
(GTSs), dedicated by the PAN coordinator. The format of the superframe is decided by
the coordinator and is constructed from the Beacon Interval (BI), which defines the time
between two consecutive beacon frames, and the Superframe Duration (SD), which
defines the nodes’ active period in the BL In order to reduce energy consumption, the
coordinator may issue a superframe containing an inactive period choosing Bl > SD.
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The inactive period defines a time period during which all devices, coordinator included,
go into a sleep mode. BI and SD are determined by two parameters, the Beacon Order
{BO) and the Superframe Order {SO), respectively, as follows:
BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration*2^‘^

(1)

SD = aBaseSuperframeSuration*2'^‘^

(2)

for 0 < 50 < 50 < 14

where aBaseSuperframeDuration = 15.36 ms (assuming 250 kbps in the 2.4 GHz
frequency band) denotes the minimum duration of the superframe, corresponding to SO
=

0.

2.5

Requirements for enabling Mesh Topologies/Networking in 802.15.4
beacon enabled networks

The main difference between WPANs from other networks is the assumption that
devices are small and thus power consumption is severely restricted by the battery. This
issue becomes more complex in case of wireless sensor networks and LR-WPAN
networks. The IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN is not originally designed to support mesh
networking in beacon enabled mode where the nodes are active and communicate in a
defined period of time and switch the transceiver to sleep to conserve energy. In order to
enable mesh networking/topologies in such networks, the mesh has to be aware of the
duty cycling functionality. The overhead in supporting mesh network in IEEE 802.15.4
networks should be minimal and should be able to provide functional backward
compatibility with the IEEE 802.15.4 single hop devices as much as possible.
In IEEE 802.15.4, beacons are transmitted by the PAN coordinator and coordinator
(router - Zigbee) nodes to synchronise the devices in their neighbourhood. A mesh
network is formed by facilitating beacon enabled nodes to communicate with other
coordinator nodes in their transmission range.
In order to enable mesh in IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN networks the following
functionalities are required at the MAC layer.
— Transmission and reception of beacons
o

By own node

o

Beacon reception from neighbouring coordinator/router nodes

o

Beacon transmission from distant coordinator/router nodes which cannot be
used for transmissions of own beacon due to interference.

— Transmission and reception of Data frames
o

Between two beacon enabled coordinator/router nodes

o

Between end devices and beacon enabled coordinator/router nodes

o

Broadcast transmissions

Beacon communications are non contention based access which require earlier
reservation of the time to transmit the beacons and the active superframe duration of any
particular beacon enabled node. This transmission time should not interfere with any
other node’s beacon or data frame transmission time (active superframe duration). This
requires an effective beacon scheduling algorithm that avoids hidden node problems.
The beacon scheduling algorithm should avoid two types of beacon collisions namely.
•

Direct beacon collisions

•

Indirect beacon collisions

The beacon frame collisions cause nodes that wait for the periodic beacon frames to
loose synchronizations with their coordinators. This problem is defined as the
synchronization problem for cluster tree networks. However, it also occurs in mesh
networks.
The problem of Synchronization in a Mesh network [33] can be formulated as follows;
Given an IEEE 802.15.4 network with several coordinators generating periodic
beacon frames and organized in a mesh topology, how to schedule the generation time
offsets of beacon frames issued from different coordinators to completely avoid beacon
frame collisions with each other and with data frames ”.
Data communication is divided into contention based access where nodes access the
channel using CSMA-CA during a node’s active superframe duration and contention
free access where nodes communicate in reserved time slots. For contention based
channel access, effective beacon and active superframe duration scheduling will solve
the problem of hidden node problems. For contention free protocols, the MAC layer
should support the listening to beacons of neighbour beacon enabled router nodes.
In order to enable broadcast data transmissions, especially for data dissemination, [16]
the MAC layer should reserve a time slot in the superframe.
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Figure 2.5 Direct and indirect collisions [34]

The exposed node problem does not influence on IEEE 802.15.4 based beacon enabled
networks much as the power conservation overtakes channel utilisation goals.
The requirements for the mesh Protocol in the MAC should be minimal to be able to
implement it on memory constrained, resource limited platforms that cannot run
complex algorithms.
2.5.1

Direct beacon collisions

The direct beacon collisions occur when multiple coordinators operate on the same
personal operating space (POS) [34]. This type of collision needs to be avoided in
cluster tree and mesh topologies as multiple coordinators may operate in close
transmission range. It could be avoided by scanning the nearby transmitting
coordinators and schedule the beacons without colliding with them. As shown in Figure
2.5 the beacon transmitting coordinator devices Cl and C2 are in direct POS that could
cause collision in Cl, C2 and Dl. The beacon packets are transmitted without
CSMA/CA.
2.5.2 Indirect beacon collisions
The indirect beacon collisions do not occur directly in the beacon transmitting devices
but in the devices that are within the overlapping POS region [34]. As shown in Figure
2.5 the beacon transmitting coordinator devices Cl and C2 use an overlapping beacon
transmission period and active superframe duration, which is not known to each other
and could cause collisions for the device Dl. The scheduling of beacon transmissions
should avoid such indirect collisions.
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2.6

Possible solutions

The beacon scheduling problem for LR-WPAN should be addressed not only for mesh
networks but also for the cluster tree networks where multiple coordinator nodes
transmit the beacons. Many efforts are being taken in the community to address this
problem, more specifically IEEE Task group 4B [35] was formed to address the mesh
networking feature for IEEE 802.15.4 based networks and Task group 5 [36] is formed
to address the Mesh networking feature for the IEEE 802.15 based LR-PAN targeting
both high rate and low rate devices. Besides the IEEE efforts, the open source
implementation of Open-ZB [13] has addressed the problem using a special algorithm
called Superframe duration scheduling algorithm.
2.6.1

IEEE 802.15.4b

The enhancement to IEEE 802.15.4 proposed by Mitsubushi Electric Research Labs
[34] addresses the issues of direct and indirect beacon collision avoidance in the beacon
scheduling, time synchronization and other short comings of the IEEE 802.15.4
standard.
The basic solution for beacon scheduling to avoid direct collision is to use the
asynchronous mode, where multiple coordinators transmit beacons but they do not
synchronize with each other and communicate with each other. In this case the
beaconing coordinators decide the starting of the superframe randomly to avoid beacon
conflicts with others. However this method creates the problem of collisions between
beacon and data frames. The solution also lacks communication between multiple
coordinators.
BP

CAP

CEP

Sunerframe
CAP: Contention Access Period
CEP: Contention Eree Period
BP: Beacon Period
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CAP

CEP

Sunerframe

Time

Beacon

Figure 2.6 Proposed IEEE 802.15.4b Superframe structure [34]

Mitsubishi proposes to avoid beacon conflict by altering the superframe duration by
creating a special beacon period which may contain multiple beacon frames. The
proposed new superframe structure is shown in Eigure 2.6. In this method each
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coordinator maintains and updates a neighbouring coordinator table where the beacon
information of direct and indirect neighbours is stored. The beacon frame contains the
beacon time information. A new coordinator starts with an active scan where it records
the beacon times allocated by other coordinators and updates the neighbour table, and
then chooses its own beacon transmission time to avoid collisions. To avoid multiple
coordinators to choose the same beacon transmission time random backoff mechanism
and beacon conflict notification commands are recommended.
The indirect beacon conflict is also solved in the beacon period solution with two
recommended methods namely reactive and proactive approaches. In the reactive
approach the indirect beacon collisions are detected and resolved later which requires
small changes to the IEEE 802.15.4 but takes a long time to recover. In the proactive
approach every coordinator tries to avoid indirect beacon collisions at the start up and
this approach requires that every node must be able to forward its parent coordinator’s
beacon time information. Moreover it mandates the use of neighbour coordinator tables
and a new notification command for beacon time exchange.
The beacon scheduling solution given in the enhancements for IEEE 802.15.4 [34J
requires a major change in the IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure that will not be
backward compatible with the standard. Also the methods for acquiring neighbour table
infomiation are not given in the proposal. This method also lacks information about the
broadcast mode and more specifically depends on a tree topology where specific parent
child relationships are essential.
Another approach has also been suggested in IEEE 802.15.4b group discussions that are
based on time division beacon scheduling (TDBS), which specifies that the beacon
frames of coordinators are sent during the inactive periods of the other clusters in the
tree. However the algorithms for scheduling these beacons and how to communicate
among the other coordinators are not presented.
2.6.2 IEEE 802.15.5
The IEEE 802.15.5 task group [36] is discussing various proposals to enable Mesh
network layer support for both higher and lower rate personal area networks. However
this proposal does not adhere to IEEE 802.15.4 compatibility. Also it emphasises on
building a meshed tree at start and then proceed to form a mesh on top of the tree. This
task group discusses Mesh layer support to address the following features.
•

Meshed Tree Formation
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•

Block addressing

•

Routing

•

Multicasting

The IEEE 802.15.5 draft document [16] includes the Samsung lab proposal [37] which
introduces the MART (Meshed Adaptive Robust Tree architecture) and Mesh
networking. The MART addresses the meshed tree formation and block addressing
issues and the mesh networking proposal addresses the routing and multicasting issues.
The MART for LR-WPAN has three phases namely initialisation phase, normal phase
and recovery phase. In the initialisation phase, the beacon scheduling process allows the
beacon coordinators to schedule beacons by collecting the neighbour information
through active scan. The neighbour information is then forwarded to a topology server
that schedules the beacon information based on the neighbour and network map. Every
new node selects a neighbour which has the best path quality to the PAN coordinator as
its parent node and associates with it.
Upon association every node reports the number of child nodes to its parent nodes and
each parent node adds them together and passes the sum to its own parent. Thus the
total number of nodes is forwarded to the PAN coordinator. This value is used to
allocate the address based on number of nodes for each coordinator node. In MART
network the data is forwarded to the parent nodes or children nodes by matching the
destination address with the coordinator’s block of addresses. However, in MART
network each neighbour is also considered as child node. This allows the network to
communicate among the neighbour nodes to find the shortest path.
The topology server collects the neighbouring infonnation from all coordinators and
allocates a beacon time slot that is not overlapped with the active periods of its two hop
neighbours. The topology server approach requires a lot of resources and every node
needs to forward their neighbourhood information to the server which increases the
traffic flow, adds protocol overhead and makes beacon scheduling centralised.
The mesh networking strategy requires the neighbour table and its n hop link state of its
n neighbour’s “n x n” connectivity matrix with their connectivity index to forward the
data. The routing and multicasting features are not essentially mesh networking feature
and they need to be handled at the Network layer.
In the IEEE 802.15.5 discussions Ho-In Jeon and Yeonsoo Kim [38] [39] proposed a
distributed beacon scheduling method based on beacon only period approach. In this
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approach every node sends its beacon and the beacon payload contains the following
information, i) depth of the node in the network ii) Beacon Transmission Time Slot
(BTTS) of this node and iii) BTTS of its two hop neighbours. Through this every node
can allocate its unallocated beacon transmission time slot in a distributed manner. As
discussed in enhancements to IEEE 802.15.4 (section 2.6.1) this approach also modifies
the superframe defined in IEEE 802.15.4 and also the size of the beacon only period is
relatively larger which depends on the maximum number of neighbours in its two hop
neighbour hood. Also the entire CAP and CFP are shared among all nodes at the same
time in the network which causes coordination problems to allocate CFP because each
coordinator operates independently.
2.6.3 DBS algorithm
The Distributed Beacon Scheduling algorithm is proposed in [32] to schedule the
beacons among cluster heads or router nodes. The DBS algorithm defines two
consecutive phases namely initialisation phase and an association phase together with a
permanent integrity check mechanism. In the initialisation phase, the PAN coordinator
node starts the network by sending beacons at BO=Q where the rest of the nodes are in
idle state. In the association phase, on reception of the first beacon, an idle node sends
an association request to the beaconing node. The association requests are registered in
a forward table and forwarded to the direct parent node. On reception of association
requests, the PAN coordinator sends a positive association response which will be
forwarded back to the requesting node. The node that receives the association response
considers the data sequence number (DSN) as a random seed for selecting the initial
phase of the beacon offset with respect to its parent. This offset will be used from the
next beacon that will arrive from the parent node. The random collisions in this
initialisation phase are handled by the integrity check during the maintenance phase. In
the DBS algorithm, the collisions are detected when any cluster head node detects a
jammed reception in a reserved beacon position. Consequently, the phase is marked as
“collided” and it will be advertised in the next beacon. If a node receives its own phase
marked as “collided”, it will choose another free phase in the available free phases to
avoid subsequent collisions and deadlock nodes will backoff for limited time to see if
any other node uses the same phase. Despite the DBS algorithm promising a distributed
beacon scheduling algorithm, the allocation of random sequence number is centralised
and in the initialisation phase every node needs to associate with the PAN coordinator.
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Hence, multiple data forwarding is required in the initialisation phase. The selection of
random numbers among a number of limited phases will cause more collisions and the
integrity check phase is very complex.

2.6.4 SDS algorithm
The Superframe Duration Scheduling algorithm [33] proposes a beacon scheduling
solution for cluster tree networks of IEEE 802.15.4. This algorithm is based on
pinwheel scheduling problem

[41] when the network has equal superframe durations and beacon interval. The SDS
algorithm extends the pinwheel scheduling problem to find the schedule for varying
beacon interval and superframe durations. The SDS algorithm performs the
schedulability analysis of a set of superframes with different durations and beacon
intervals, and provides a schedule if the set is schedulable. The same algorithm also
holds for equal superframe durations. This algorithm refers to the active superframe
duration of IEEE 802.15.4 as superframe durations and the actual superframe duration
as beacon interval.
In a network that consists of N coordinators {Z/?, =

i<,<n.

in order to check the

schedulability, the network must satisfy the following necessary condition.
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The idea behind the SDS algorithm for time division scheduling is as follows.
1. Let A= {2^^'} i</<Nbe the set of beacon intervals for the devices to be scheduled.
Hence

_ 2^*^""" which is called minor cycle and ^Imai =

which is

called major cycle.
2. Organize the set A - {Bit ~ 2®^'} i<,<n in an ascending order. If there exists i,j
where Bl,

BIj then put them in the descending order of their superframe

durations.
Define a slotted time line of length equal to the major cycle^^wo/, where the size
of each slot is equal to the minimum superframe duration SD (time unit
corresponding to SO = 0).
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4. For each element i in A, schedule the superframe duration SDi for the first
available time slot in the slotted timeline, and write the index z in SDj
consecutive time slots.
5. Repeat “write the index / in SDi consecutive time slots after each Bli interval”
until the end of the major cycle is reached.
6. Return “not schedulable’’ if a given superframe duration cannot find periodic
free time slots in the major cycle.
The SDS algorithm can be used for large scale networks through the coordinator
grouping method. This method uses the idea of using the same time slot for multiple
coordinators that are far enough apart, such that their transmission ranges do not overlap
and they can transmit their beacon frames simultaneously without facing the direct and
indirect beacon collisions. The coordinator grouping method assumes every coordinator
has a circular transmission range of radius r. When two coordinators are apart by more
than 1.x they do not cause collisions and they can use the same time slot. This problem
is similar to that of vertex colouring problem of graph theory [33][42] where vertices
are the coordinators and an edge is a link between two coordinators that are 2.r apart.
The implementation of coordinator grouping requires a centralised powerful node that
has knowledge of all of the coordinators in the network with their location information.
The centralised node can compute the appropriate time slot and send the results to
appropriate coordinators. The SDS algorithm implementation with time division beacon
scheduling (TDBS) approach is available in the Open-ZB [13] IEEE 802.15.4
implementation. However, the limitation in (1) for the entire network limits the network
size. When all SD and BI for the network are equal then the total size of the network is
limited to

number of coordinators in the network. Moreover the current

implementation available in TinyOS 2.x [14] includes only static scheduling based on
short addresses. The PAN coordinator controls the beacon scheduling in a centralised
manner where every other beaconing coordinators requests the beacon schedule after
association. These requests are passed to the PAN coordinator using tree routing.
The SDS algorithm may not be useful for mesh networks, because the algorithm limits
the number of beacon enabled coordinators in a network whereas mesh network requires
a large number of beacon enabled coordinators. In order to extend the SDS algorithm
for mesh networks, the centralised beacon scheduling which is not scaling well for
multiple numbers of hops should be replaced with distributed beacon scheduling.
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Moreover it is not always possible for the mesh coordinators to provide location
information to a centralised node which is essential for SDS algorithm.
2.7

Proposed solution - MeshMAC

Enabling a mesh topology over IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled networks through
beacon scheduling has two major problems: calculating the beacon transmission offset
for the multiple beacon enabled devices without overlapping the active superframe
durations and enabling data transmission between these scheduled devices. The
MeshMAC protocol addresses these issues to support a mesh topology in IEEE
802.15.4 MAC without modifying the superframe definition.
The MeshMAC proposes the beacon scheduling strategy in a distributed manner in
which a beacon enabled coordinator calculates its schedule to transmit beacons and
follows the active superframe duration based on the locally available information. The
wireless sensor nodes are generally memory constraint devices, so it is not possible to
keep huge information for every node in its neighbourhood and the algorithm should
function in a simple manner. The MeshMAC assumes that the entire PAN operates on a
fixed definition of beacon interval (BI) and active superframe duration (SD) definition.
Hence the superframe structure for all beacon enabled coordinators is the same. This
assumption helps to create a fixed number of equal slots for all nodes to allocate their
active superframes. When BI and SD are variable, larger SD may occupy more slots and
it may also create holes in the superframe where improper selection of slots may leave
many nodes to be not schedulable. However, future research would focus on choosing
dynamic BI and SD based on data, QOS and other metrics.

Node A
Node B
Node C

BI=2'

I Beacons
Active period

SD=2'

D

Inactive period

Figure 2.7 IEEE 802.15.4 Superframe structure with TDBS
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Similar to the time division beacon scheduling [61] approach as shown in Figure 2.7,
the MeshMAC schedules the active superframe durations in the inactive periods of its
neighbours. Therefore the starting offset of the active and inactive periods are different.
The beacon enabled nodes are active during the active periods and are in low power
mode during the inactive periods. Hence nodes cannot communicate with each other as
the neighbour nodes are in inactive period during the active period of the source node.
In order to enable communication between two beaconing transmitting nodes it is
essential to determine the time to transfer the data as each node is active only during
their active superframe duration. If the data arrival is not predictive, both nodes stay
active during their own active superframe duration and also their neighbours. However
when multiple nodes stay active during each others active superframe durations the
energy consumption is similar to the non beacon enabled mode where the device is in
active state most of the time. Added to this problem, IEEE 802.15.4 does not specify the
time to transmit broadcast data in a beacon enabled network.
Thus, the MeshMAC proposes a solution for beacon scheduling and also the data
transfer method for time division based scheduling techniques.
2.7.1

Distributed beacon scheduiing

The SDS algorithm extends the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode to cluster tree
networks where more than one coordinator node communicates with each other besides
sending beacons in a regular interval but, the coordinators communication is based on
parent-child relationship. The SDS algorithm supports the cluster tree topologies
without changing the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Hence, the SDS algorithm is chosen as
the best base candidate for extending it to mesh topologies. However, the SDS
algorithm with coordinator grouping is considered as too complex for wireless sensor
networks which requires a powerful centralised node to process and to allocate the
beacon schedule for the coordinators in the network. In such scenario every node in the
network must be able to communicate with the centralised server which results in
congestion and data retransmissions in multiple hops. Thus the initialisation of such
networks consumes more energy. In order to use the beacon scheduling for wireless
sensor networks, the algorithm must operate in a distributed manner which should not
depend on the centralised server and simple to be implemented on wireless sensor nodes.
The proposed MeshMAC simplifies the SDS algorithm for beacon scheduling and
proposes modifications in the MAC layer to support the mesh data transfer.
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The MeshMAC algorithm assumes the entire network operates on same beacon interval
BI with active superframe duration SD which is defined by beacon order BO and
superframe order SO. The MeshMAC beacon scheduling algorithm changes the
requirement of condition (1). This condition is limited for every node’s 2 hop
neighbours. As defined in coordinator grouping method the condition (1) applies to the
number of beacon transmitting coordinator nodes in its 2.r range neighbours.
1. Let N be the maximum number of beacon enabled coordinator devices operating
in a 2.r transmission radius of a device i with fixed BO and SO configurations.
There are

numbers of active superframe durations that can be scheduled

in the beacon interval 5/=2

that will also satisfy condition (1). For every node

SD/BI is constant and equal to
iSO

— '2^B0-SU)

=

^
'2^bo

=

1

-(2)

'^(BO-SO)

3

-( )

2. Define N number of slots where each slot is equal to one active superframe
duration SJl>=2^^.
3. Reserve

one

active

superframe

duration

exclusively

for

broadcast

communication in the PAN. Hence, the maximum number of devices that can
be scheduled in a 2.r radius is 2^^'^^ - 1.
4. Every node in the 2.r radius collects the active superframe duration slots
occupied by all beacon enabled coordinators. In order to know the beacon
enabled coordinator devices within a 2.r distance, the node must collect its two
hop neighbour node’s superframe duration slots.
5. Select a slot if it is empty among the N slots and advertise the decision.
6. Return “not schedulahle” if there is no empty slot. Such scenario is an error,
because the algorithm limits the number of nodes in any two hop neighbourhood
to
The beacon scheduling algorithm operates in individual nodes in a distributed manner
based on local information collected by the coordinator nodes. The selection of the
appropriate slot may depend on data latency, first available slot or other metrics. The
reservation of broadcast slots is essential as each beacon transmitting coordinator’s
active period differs and other nodes sleep during the inactive periods.
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The MeshMAC proposes a distributed beacon scheduling strategy in which the selection
of the beacon transmission offset of a beacon enabled router device is not determined by
the PAN coordinator device in a centralised manner. The beacon transmission offsets
are calculated at each router device based on locally available two hop information in its
transmission range. The two hop neighbour information is essential in determining the
beacon transmission offset in order to avoid collisions due to direct and indirect
collisions.
2.7.2 Mesh data transfer
The MeshMAC also proposes to reserve separate active superframe duration slots
exclusively for broadcast packet transactions where all nodes in the network listen in
receive mode except the nodes that transmit broadcast packets. The broadcast slot is
used as the epoch slot for the beacon offsets of the coordinator nodes. Every beacon
enabled coordinator node embeds its beacon transmission offset from the broadcast
active superframe duration in their beacons.
The MeshMAC defines the data transmission of beacon enabled coordinators as below.
1. The uni-cast data transmission for the beacon enabled destinations should be at
the destination node’s active period.
2. The uni-cast data transmission for the non-beacon enabled devices (End devices)
should be at the beacon enabled source/destination node’s active period.
3. All broadcast and multicast data transmissions use the broadcast slot.
For both transmissions, data is queued until the appropriate time in the superframe
structure.
2.7.3 Operation
The formation of a mesh network topology has two phases namely initialisation phase
where the device acts as an end device and maintenance phase where the device
operates in coordinator mode. Every beacon enabled coordinator starts as an end device
in the network and joins to the network as an end device similar to the cluster tree
topology by association method.
The coordinator scan is the period in which a new device scans the radio channel for
beacon packets transmitted by existing coordinator devices in the PAN. In this way
information is not required to be sent to the PAN coordinator each time a new device
requests a beacon schedule time, hence reducing the control traffic overhead towards
the coordinator and back.
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Figure 2.8 MeshMAC distributed beacon scheduling

The proposed beacon scheduling procedure is shown in Figure 2.8. A beacon enabled
coordinator node that wants to join the PAN starts as an end device and associates with
a beacon enabled coordinator device, based on the strongest signal strength (network
layer function). During this procedure the new device is assigned a network address
using the address assignment scheme defined by the particular network layer in use.
In order to run the distributed beacon scheduling algorithm the node requires a list of its
two hop neighbour coordinator nodes. This is obtained in two steps. The first step is
neighbour scan where nodes listen for their direct neighbours. The second step is
requesting neighbour lists by special request/reply commands from the direct
neighbours that were collected in the first step.
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Figure 2.9 Transceiver state and data transmission decisions

The MeshMAC adds two primitives MLME_NEIGHBOUR_SCAN and MLME_NL1ST
to support this feature. In MLME NEIGHBOUR SCAN the node obtains its neighbour’s
beacons (obtain neighbour list) and records the beacon transmit time of each of them in
the neighbour table. In MLME_NLIST procedure the device requests the neighbours’
neighbour list in the broadcast active superframe duration by sending a NLIST REQ
command. On receiving, the neighbour nodes will transmit their direct neighbour list in
their active superframe duration using direct data transmission. The list will contain the
short address and the number of slots away from the broadcast slot. To facilitate easier
access and resolve the index in the neighbour table, the broadcast slot is used as the first
slot in the neighbour table. If there is a conflict in the neighbour table, the node sends an
error message in the broadcast slot.
Upon completion of this step nodes will have a complete list of their neighbours and
neighbours’ neighbours. As the device receives the superframe duration slot based on
offset information from all neighbours and neighbours’ neighbours it can determine its
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own scheduling period by finding an empty entry in the neighbour table. The method to
define the best empty slot is implementation and application specific as it could be
influenced by routing, data latency and other network layer related functionality. In an
easier approach, shown in Figure 2.8, the first available empty entry from the broadcast
slot could be used as the node’s beacon scheduling offset.
On selection of beacon transmission offset relative to that broadcast slot, the node starts
the coordinator mode by using the MLME_START procedure with the calculated offset
value. This enables the beacon enabled coordinator node to transmit beacons and follow
its own active superframe duration slots. On successful transmission of beacons the
node switches on the transceiver to receive mode to receive the packets from end
devices and also from the neighbour beaconing coordinator nodes. On completion of
active superframe duration the node switches the transceiver off to idle mode. The node
switches the transceiver to receive mode at the time of neighbour’s active superframe
duration slot and processes the beacon packet. If there is any pending data to that
neighbour device, the data is sent during the neighbour’s active superframe duration.
As shown in Figure 2.9 the transceiver is switched to idle mode except on its own active
super frame duration, broadcast active superframe duration, neighbour’s beacon
reception and the data transmission time.

The node becomes active on its neighbour’s

active superframe duration, receives and processes the beacon from neighbours and
transmits if there is some data and then the node switches the transceiver to idle mode.

2.8

Conclusion

This chapter lists down and briefs the MAC protocols of wireless sensor networks by
comparing with the WLAN MAC protocols and highlights the importance of power
conservation. Also the importance of mesh protocol for providing redundant fault
tolerant routes for the sensor networks is discussed.
The major overheads of energy consumption in wireless communication and various
problems of carrier sensing MAC protocols are also explained in detail. This chapter
summarises the state of the art MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks by
classifying them in terms of access methods as random, slot, frames and hybrid. The
growth of the MAC protocols from byte level radio to packet based radio and the
emergence of IEEE 802.15.4 is discussed.
The summary of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol outlines its inability in establishing the mesh
network in a beacon enabled mode which limits the protocol’s usage to star and cluster
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tree topologies. The requirements for enabling mesh over IEEE 802.15.4 and the
communication strategy for beacon and data frames in such networks are listed. Two
major problems are identified - Beacon scheduling and data transmission strategy
between multiple coordinators.
Various possible solutions are proposed for the beacon scheduling problem and this
thesis identifies SDS algorithm as a best candidate which offers beacon scheduling for
cluster tree networks without changing the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. But, SDS algorithm
does not scale well due to its centralised approach and a complex initialisation phase.
Moreover, it is very difficult to implement in a memory constrained low power motes.
This chapter proposes a new approach to this problem as MeshMAC. This approach
solves the beacon scheduling problem in a distributed manner by each coordinator
nodes themselves by collecting two hop neighbour node information in their
transmission range. In addition to the distributed beacon scheduling, MeshMAC also
proposes a strategy to schedule the data transmission between multiple beacons enabled
coordinator nodes and a reserved time slot to transmit broadcast packets. This scheduled
data transfer to any destination allows the node to be active in only on a short period
and to remain in low power mode in rest of the time to conserve energy.
The MeshMAC solution to the beacon scheduling and mesh data transfer is very simple
and it is designed for memory constrained wireless sensor nodes.
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3 MeshMAC Implementation
The proposed MeshMAC is implemented using Open-ZB [13] as a baseline
implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in TinyOS 1.x [14]. The details of the
implementation of Open-ZB and MeshMAC are described in this section.
The first implementation of the MeshMAC stack is currently implemented specific to
the TI (formerly chipcon) CC2420 [47] radio controller that supports full IEEE 802.15.4
PHY layer. However the MeshMAC can be extended to other packet based IEEE
802.15.4 radio controllers. The reason for this implementation specific to TI controller
is because of the wide usage of these chips in many hardware platforms. The hardware
abstraction layer and the driver files are already provided for these platforms in TinyOS
and they are reused as is. The Open-ZB version 1.2 is one of the complete
implementations of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard with detailed technical reports and
documentations. This implementation supports MICAz and Telosb platforms and is also
available with TinyOS 1.x which makes it easier to extend with new functionalities of
MeshMAC.
The MeshMAC protocol stack implementation has four main elements: 1) Modification
of hardware abstraction layer which includes the physical layer implementation of
Open-ZB and the asynchronous timer modules. 2) Modifications in the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC sub-layer 3) Mesh layer implementation of MeshMAC 4) Application that
controls the MeshMAC protocols.
The MeshMAC implements the distributed beacon scheduling and synchronization
feature that allows the coordinator node to start and select its beacon transmission
offsets independently. Open-ZB uses fixed transmit and receive buffer queues where the
data can be sent only in the FIFO order. The MeshMAC changes this behaviour of
transmit/rececive buffer queues to schedule the data dynamically according to
neighbour’s active superframe durations. The MeshMAC also facilitates the upper layer
to choose the next hop among multiple neighbour nodes by providing the neighbour
table which can be used together with routing tables.
Together with the MeshMAC implementation two sample applications have been
developed to demonstrate the mesh networking behaviour within the IEEE 802.15.4
standard: 1) AssociationExample - demonstrates the ability of distributed beacon
scheduling and data forwarding using tree based routing. 2) RoutingExample -
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demonstrates the shortest path among neighbour nodes to the PAN coordinator in the
mesh network
3.1

Development Tools

The MeshMAC protocol stack is implemented with the help of the Open-ZB IEEE
802.15.4 MAC. This implementation uses the TinyOS development platform for
MICAz hardware platforms.
3.1.1 TinyOS
TinyOS is a component based operating system which is very light in terms of memory
usage. It is a flexible operating system [45] for low power embedded devices built from
a set of reusable components that are assembled into an application specific system.
TinyOS environment provides the entire platform to build an application into a
firmware binary. TinyOS is implemented in the NesC language [46] which is a dialect
of C language. TinyOS supports an event-driven concuiTency model based on splitphase interfaces, asynchronous events, and deferred computation blocks called tasks.
Over one hundred groups worldwide use this platform including several companies for
their products.
TinyOS is not an OS in the traditional sense; it is a programming framework for
embedded systems providing a set of components that enable building an applicationspecific OS into an application. In general, a TinyOS program is a graph of components,
each of which is an independent computational entity that exports a set of interfaces.
The interfaces are bidirectional collections of functions either provided or used by a
component. The interfaces generally consist of commands that are implemented by the
providing component and the events that are implemented by the using components.
The components are “wired” together through the interfaces to form an application.
Components of TinyOS have three computational abstractions; commands, events and
tasks. Commands and events are mechanisms for inter component communications
while tasks are used to express intra-component concurrency. Commands and events do
not block, instead they operate in a split phase manner where the command requests the
service and the events are used to notify the completion of the request. Events may also
be used with hardware interrupts to notify the application. The TinyOS tasks are similar
to the deferred procedure calls usually posted by an event or by another task. TinyOS
tasks are synchronous functions that run without pre-emption until completion. Tasks
are queued in a FIFO queue to be scheduled to run one after another. TinyOS defines a
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concurrency model with tasks and hardware interrupts or asynchronous events which
are executed in response to a hardware interrupt.
NesC supports two types of components: modules and configurations. Modules
implement the component by the code written in NesC to implement commands and
events. A module can have private state variables and functions. Every component has
its own unique namespace. The configurations are used to wire other components
together. Every TinyOS application is described by a top-level configuration that wires
together the components used by the application.
TinyOS is provided with a lot of scripts that are written with Make, Java, Python and
graphviz to ease the development process. The development environment of TinyOS is
supported on Windows and UNIX platforms.
3.1.2 Open-ZB
Open-ZB provides an open source implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4 and Zigbee
standards in NesC/TinyOS for the MICAz [12] and TELOSB [48] motes. The purpose
of this implementation is to provide a tool to experiment with and evaluate the
functionalities of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and also to enhance them..
The MeshMAC requires a basic functional IEEE 802.15.4 implementation to add
support for the mesh layer and Open-ZB was chosen as the right candidate for the
following reasons.
•

Open source

•

Proper documentation

•

Component model with TinyOS support

•

Support for real hardware platforms

Open-ZB version 1.2 is used as the base implementation which supports the following
•

Direct / Indirect / GTS data transmission

•

Beacon management

•

Frame construction - Short addressing fields only and extended addressing
fields in the association request

•

Association/Disassociation mechanism

•

MAC PIB management

•

Frame Reception conditions

•

ED and PASSIVE channel scan

•

Tree topology
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•

Fixed schedule TDBS implementation

The Open-ZB implementation has three main TinyOS components; Phy, the Mac and
the NWL. The Mac and NWL are platform independent modules. Each of these
components is implemented in a layered manner where new functionalities can be
extended easily. The software architecture of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer stack of OpenZB with the interfaces is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Software Architecture of Open-ZB protocol stack [49] [50] [51]

The Open-ZB implementation supports the cluster tree topology where multiple beacon
coordinators schedule their beacons based on a fixed TDBS [50] schedule. The stack
also supports the data transfer between parent and child nodes. In the Open-ZB stack,
the beacon packets of parent nodes are processed by the child nodes. When the child
nodes are also beacon enabled devices they transmit the beacons in their own active
superframe duration and listen for the beacons in their parent’s active superframe
duration. Hence parent nodes never process the beacons of the child nodes. Thus
although GTS and indirect data transfer are supported by the MAC layer, they are
limited to the parent - child direction.
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The IEEE 802.15.4 standard in beacon enabled mode requires precise time
synchronization among the nodes. TinyOS does not allow having the exact milliseconds
granularity for the beacon interval, superframe, time slots and backoff durations as
given in the standard. Open-ZB adds support for a new asynchronous timer in
TimerAsync component to support precise synchronization. This component uses the
HPLTimer2C of the MICAz mote.
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Figure 3.2 Timer events in superframe structure of Open-ZB protocol stack |51

Figure 3.2 illustrates the asynchronous events that are generated by the TimerAsync
component and are used to maintain the superframe structure of IEEE 802.15.4 beacon
enabled mode. The beacon interval event {biJired) defines the interval between
beacons; the time slot event {time_slotS^red) is used to notify the start of the time slot
in the contention access period (CAP); the beacon frames and data frames are
transmitted or received in the hiJired and time_slotJired events respectively. The
before_hiJired and before time slotJired events are used to notify the MAC layer to
switch the transceiver for receiving or transmitting mode. This helps to adopt transient
delays. The backoffJired event is used to notify the beginning of every backoff period
for the slotted CSMA/CA algorithm. The end of active superframe duration is notified
by the sdJired event.
In order to implement TDBS, in addition to the above events Open-ZB adds
start track beacon Jired and endjrackjeacon Jired events to notify the MAC layer
for tracking when the active superframe durations begin and end.
The IEEE 802.15.4 requires Ibpsecs to transmit a symbol, however it may not be
feasible to meet this timer granularity in a low power low frequency microcontroller
platform. Similarly the timing accuracy may vary between hardware platforms. So, the
hardware dependent timer drivers are abstracted to provide a uniform timer granularity.
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The backoff period is 4 symbol durations which is the minimum time required by the
IEEE 802.15.4 to track the superframes. Hence, the minimum event time required by
the IEEE 802.15.4 is backoffJired duration for which the HPLTimer2C is programmed
in the TimerAsyncC component.
The Open-ZB implementation uses 4 distinct buffer queues to store data frames.
•

buffer_msg - Receive buffer

•

send buffer - Send buffer

•

indirectJrans queue - Coordinator nodes to

store

indirect data.

On

transmission this will be copied to send_buffer
•

g/5-send_buffer - used to store GTS data

These buffer queues are a statically allocated array of data frames which are used to
store and retrieve the data frames as a FIFO buffer. The queue is indexed with two
pointers (in and out) and a control variable to count the occupied buffer frames.
However Open-ZB requires multiple copying of data from each layer and also from
indirect_trans_queue to sendjbuffer queue.
As specified in the standard the CSMA/CA algorithm is used when a device wants to
transmit within the CAP. The transmission of beacon frames, acknowledgement frames
and data frames in the CFP do not use the CSMA/CA algorithm. The CSMA/CA
algorithm

is

implemented

in

perform _csma_ca()

which

is

called

by

the

sendJ'rame csmaO function. The sendJrame_csma() is called on the following
conditions [51].
•

When a frame is created and it is already in the send buffer (ready to be sent)

•

When the last frame was successfully transmitted and there is still data in the
buffer (ready to be sent)

•

At the beginning of the CAP, when the biJlredQ timer event fires

•

In the retransmission of a frame requiring an acknowledgment

•

After a failed transmission and when there is still data in the buffer ready to be
sent

•

At the beginning of a parent’s CAP, when the start_track_beacon Jired() event
fires

Thus Open-ZB implements the complete IEEE 802.15.4 stack with regard to the cluster
tree topology. However, it is not switching the transceiver to the idle mode in inactive
periods. This needs to be modified to support mesh topologies and the MeshMAC.
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3.2

Software architecture

The MeshMAC implementation has four main modules: the Phy, the Mac, the Mesh and
the sample applications. In addition to that, the TimerAsyncC, the Mem and the MQue
are implemented to support the MeshMAC superframe tracking, buffer and queue
management tasks. Similar to Open-ZB the TimerAsyncC and the Phy modules are
hardware dependent for MICAz motes and the other modules are hardware independent
modules.
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Figure 3.3 Software Architecture of MeshMAC
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The architecture of MeshMAC is designed in such a way that the IEEE 802.15.4
implementation can be used with any networking layer protocols such as Zigbee [8],
blowpan [9] etc. In order to provide beacon scheduling and the mesh data transfer, the
two hop neighbour information is required. This information is collected by the Mesh
and the Mac components. The Mesh component is a small sub layer that sits on top of
the Mac Layer.
Figure 3.3 represents the software architecture of the MeshMAC with all interfaces and
components. The interfaces and components that are displayed in red colour denote the
modifications in the Open-ZB stack. The blue colour denotes the new additional
components and interfaces and the black colour denotes the files that are used without
modification from the Open-ZB stack. The green colour denotes the interfaces that are
not supported by the current version of the MeshMAC implementation.
The MeshMAC replaces the buffer mechanism used in the Open-ZB stack’s buffer with
a global memory pool buffer. The buffer usage for the full stack is managed by the Mem
component. The MAC layer uses two queues for sending and receiving frames. This
allows the faster reception of multiple frames while the MAC layer processes the
previously received frame and also allows to defer the send frame in the transmit queue.
The neighbour table is created and provided by the MAC layer to be used by the higher
layers through the NeighbourTahle interface. This interface is used for beacon
scheduling, mesh data forwarding and for the routing by higher layers
In order to conserve the limited RAM memory available in most of the wireless sensor
nodes and the chosen MICAz platform in particular, eg 128KB Flash, 4KB RAM, it is
required to remove some support from the existing Open-ZB IEEE802.15.4
implementations. The conserved memory is used to add the new functionalities of the
MeshMAC. On careful analysis, the MeshMAC does not support the MLME SCAN
primitive and MLME GTS primitives.
The MLME SCAN primitive is depreciated in the MeshMAC, because the channel
usage and selection of PAN coordinator is fixed most of the time in the Wireless sensor
networks. The Open-ZB uses a separate table to scan the channels.
MeshMAC allows every beacon enabled node to be able to communicate with other
neighbour beacon enabled nodes. As per standard every beacon enabled node manages
the GTS slots in a GTS allocation table. On a mesh network, tracking GTS slots from
each beacon enabled neighbour increases the complexity of the GTS allocation table
intura increasing the memory.
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The remaining part of this section explains the data structures, new command frames,
the Buffer and Queue management, the Phy, the Mac, the Mesh components, beacon
scheduling and mesh data transfer mechanism that are part of the MeshMAC
implementation.
3.3

Data structures

The MeshMAC adds a neighbour table to the Mac Component and provides
accessibility to higher layer components and TimerAsync component. The MeshMAC
also updates the basic frame structure MPDU and a wrapper structure of MPDU MPDUBuffer to add access variables and control variables.
3.3.1

Neighbour table

The addition of neighbour table in the Mac component has two main advantages. When
the beacon enabled coordinator starts as an end device, the table is used to store the
scanned beacon enabled neighbour coordinators with their link quality information. This
is useful for selecting the best coordinator based on the available link quality. When the
node calculates its beacon schedule using two-hop neighbour information, the
neighbour table is used to store the neighbour information in appropriate slots to
identify the busy and vacant slots. After the node starts as coordinator the neighbour
table is useful to select the active coordinators in the neighbourhood and keep track of
their active superframe durations to process the beacon and data frames.
typedefstructf
uintl6j macCoordShortAddress; //16 bit short address
union {
struct {
uintS t ojfset[4];
//offset ticks in 4 bytes
};
// offset ticks as 32bit integer
uint32 t OFFSET;
}:
//next entry in the neighbour table
uintSj next;
//Link quality indicator
uintSjt Iqi;
uintSj type;
// type ofneighbour
// Optional: network and application layer dependent data
uintSj hops;
// number ofhops to the pan coordinator
jNeighbour;

Figure 3.4 MeshMAC Neighbour Table

The structure of the neighbour table is shown in the Figure 3.4. The neighbour table has
five basic members; macCoordShortAddress is used to store the neighbour node’s short
address; OFFSET is used to store the beginning of the active superframe of a neighbour
and this entry is valid only for direct neighbours; next is an index pointer to store the
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next entry in the neighbour table to enable quick traversal; type is used to store the type
of neighbour table entry and the various types of neighbour table entries are listed in
Table 3.1. Optionally, other neighbour related data can be added in this structure to
extend the neighbour table: hops is used in the sample application developed with the
MeshMAC to denote the number of hops to the PAN coordinator.
Neighbour Entry Type

Description

CAP DIRECT NEIGHBOUR

Entry contains a direct neighbour from which beacons are received
when the data connectivity is good.

CAPJNDIRECT NEIGHBOUR

Entry contains an indirect neighbour which is two hops away. It can
be reached through one of the direct neighbours. Needed for beacon
scheduling algorithm.

CAP BROADCAST

Entry is reserved for the broadcast communication. The active
superframe duration belonging to this entry should not be used by any
other node in the network. For this slot the macCoordShortAddress is
assigned with Oxfftf to refer a logical broadcast neighbour slot.

CAPjOVtN

Entry is reserved for the node’s own active superframe duration.

CAP TEMP NEIGHBOUR

The entry contains a neighbour which was valid and recently beacons
lost or disconnected. This slot will not be allowed to use for a while.

CAP EMPTY

The entry is empty any other node may reserve in future. In the
beacon scheduling algorithm the current node may select this slot.

The MeshMAC neighbour table is directly associated with the number of active
superframe duration slots in the defined beacon interval. The size of the neighbour table
depends on the beacon order (50) and superframe order (SO) definitions as the
maximum number of devices that can be operated in a 2.r neighbourhood is
and one entry for broadcast slot. This is calculated automatically and the neighbour
table is allocated with the size of MAX CAP which is equal to

The table is

initialised at start up with empty slots and the first slot is always reserved for the
broadcast slot, so that every entry is accessed with number of slots as an offset from the
broadcast slot.
3.3.2 MPDU and MPDUBuffer
The layout of MPDU structure is shown in Figure 3.5. The MPDU structure can be used
to refer an entire IEEE 802.15.4 frame. The CC2420 [47] controller allows a maximum
of 127 bytes of RxFIFO to store the received data including the Length, frame control,
pay load and two bytes to store the received link status. Those two bytes are RSSI and
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LQT. It is required to pass on this data and access them in the MAC Layer and the
higher Layers. In order to facilitate easy access, two bytes in the end of the buffer are
reserved and accessed as union members.
typedefstruct MPDU {
uint8_t length;
uintSjt Jrame_controll;
//info on frame type/ackJetc
uint8_t Jrame_control2;
//info on addressing fields
uint8_t seqjium;
union {
uint8j data[124];
struct {
uint8_t dummy[l22];
int8_t rssi;
// To store RSSI value at the time ofreception
int8 t Iqi;
// LQI value
}:
};
}MPDU;

Figure 3.5 MPDU structure

The MPDUBujfer is used to store the received frame with control information. This
buffer is used throughout the protocol stack. As shown in Figure 3.6 the MPDUBujfer
contains the MPDU structure and some flags and counters to specify the indirect
transmission, retransmission and timeout. The MeshMAC supports the application to
specify the neighbour CAP on which the data is to be sent. The MPDUBuffer has a
16bit neighbour entity to store the short address of a neighbour CAP. If the packet needs
to be sent as broadcast the broadcast address is set on this field which is used at the time
of transmission without parsing the packet. If the beacon from the neighbour doesn’t
arrive the age is incremented and after a retry the packet will be dropped and notified to
the upper layer using the MCPS DATA.conJlrm primitive.
typedefstruct MPDUBuffer {
//MPDU
MPDU mpdu;
uintSj retransmission:
uint8_t indirect;
uint8_t age;
uintl6 t neighbour;

//MPDUdata to be transmit/receive
// retransmission flag
// indirect transfer flag
//buffer age, incremented in every BI
//Data to be sent on neighbour’s CAP

IMPDUBuffpr-________________

Figure 3.6 MPDUBuffer structure

3.3.3 Frame format
The MeshMAC proposes two new command frames which are used for collecting the
neighbour table information from the direct one hop neighbours. These command
frames are generated by the Mesh component that follows the MAC command frame
format defined by IEEE 802.15.4 standard in section 7.2.2.4 [5]
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•

NLIST REQ - Neighbour list request command

•

NLIST RESP - Neighbour list reply command

3.3.4 NLIST_REQ Command
The NLIST REQ command is generated by a node to request its one hop direct
neighbours to send the one hop neighbour table. This frame is transmitted in the
broadcast slot to address all direct one hop neighbours. The format of the NLIST REQ
command frame is shown in Figure 3.7.
Octets

11
MAC Header
Fields

Fields

I

1

Command Frame
Identifier

Seq

Figure 3.7 NLIST_REQ command frame format

The source addressing mode and the destination addressing modes of the Frame control
field shall be set to 2(16bit short addressing), the acknowledgement Request subfield
should be set to zero and ignored upon reception. The source PAN Identifier,
destination PAN identifier contains the panid of the node and the source address
specifies short address of the node. The destination address specifies the broadcast short
address {Oxffff). The Command Frame Identifier for NLIST REQ could be an unused
value in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. In this implementation 0x31 is used.
3.3.5 NLIST_RESP Command
The NLIST RESP command is generated by a node on reception of a NLIST REQ
command on a broadcast slot. This packet contains the one hop neighbour list of the
received node or it may contain an error report to specify the beacon conflict. This
frame is generally transmitted during a node’s own active superframe duration. The
format of the NLIST REQ command frame format is shown in Figure 3.8.
Octets
Fields

11
MAC Header
Fields

1

1

1

1

Size * 3

Command Frame
Identifier

Seq

Size

Status

NLIST

NLIST field
Octets
Fields

1

2

Slot

Short
Address
Figure 3.8 NLIST_RESP command frame format
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The source addressing mode and the destination addressing modes of the Frame control
field shall be set to 2(16bit short addressing), the acknowledgement Request subfield
should be set to zero and ignored upon reception. The source PAN Identifier,
destination PAN Identifier contains the panic/ of the node and the source address
specifies short address of the node. The destination address specifies the 16bit short
address of the destination node. The Command Frame Identifier for NLIST RESP could
be an unused value in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. In this implementation 0x32 is used.
The Seq field is copied from NLIST REQ to identify the pending requests and to avoid
duplications, the Size specifies the length of the neighbour list, the status specifies the
error status and the NLIST specifies the list of entries in the neighbour table. The NLIST
is an array of 3 octet information which specifies the slot offset from the broadcast slot
and 16bit address of the neighbour entry in the table
3.3.6 Buffer and Queue Management
The MeshMAC replaces the combined buffer and queue usage by the Open-ZB with
two distinct components that are accessible by all other components of the stack. The
Open-ZB implementation copies the memory multiple times. In order to demonstrate
the multiple data copy, an example of data flow from the application to the radio
controller can be examined.

The data generated by the application is copied to a

network layer buffer, and then copied into the MAC layer buffer and subsequently the
data is copied to the Tx FIFO. The reason behind multiple copying is the limitation of
the TinyOS namespace which does not allow access to a buffer defined by the Mac
component by other components.
The MeshMAC implements the Mem component, which provides

interface to

allocate and release the memory blocks dynamically. The memory blocks are a fixed
size of MPDUBuffer and the number of maximum blocks is defined by a macro
MBUF SIZE that defaults to 8. The Mem component can be accessed by any other
application, network, and mesh layer components to allocate the buffer. The buffer
reference is passed by multiple layers instead of copying. This avoids multiple copying
of the same data frame across various layers of the protocol stack. Generally memory
copying consumes a lot of CPU cycle and it should be avoided wherever possible. This
method is also called zero copying and it improves the performance of the protocol
stack significantly. The MeshMAC copies the data only once from the transceiver
TxFIFO to the MPDUBuffer.
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In order to facilitate this reference passing method, the MCPS DATA primitive of IEEE
802.15.4 Open-ZB implementation requires a modification. The original MCPS DATA
implementation allowed copy of MAC header and data members from MAC layer to the
upper layers. In order to support the referencing the msduLength parameter is slightly
modified from uintS to uintS * and the Mac component passes the start address of an
MPDUBuffer. This enables the higher layer which receives MCPS_DATA.indication
can read the length of the received buffer by

*msduLength that points to

MPDUBuffer. Length. The Mac component updates the MPDUBuffer.Length with the
length minus header size and the actual pointer *msdu points the data portion of the
MPDUBuffer. The MeshMAC implementation of MCPS DATA.indication is shown in
Figure 3.9
resultJ indication(uint8_t SrcAddrMode, uintl 6j SrcPANId, uint32_t
SrcAddr[2], uintSj DstAddrMode, umtl6_t DestPANId, uint32_t
DstAddr[2], uintSjt *msduLength, uintSj *msdu, uintl6j
mpduLinkQuality, uintl6_t SecurityUse, uintl6_t ACLEntry)

Figure 3.9 .MeshMAC MCPS_DATA.indication function

The MCPS DATA.request function is also updated similar to that of indication, but it
adds an option TXOPT REUSEBUF with TxOptions parameter to indicate the MAC
layer to reuse the buffer directly (buffer allocated by Mem component) or to copy the
user buffer from the higher layer to the MAC layer. The updated MCPS DATA.request
function is shown in Figure 3.10.
result_t request(uint8_t SrcAddrMode, uintl6J SrcPANId, uint32j
SrcAddr[], uintSJ DstAddrMode, uint 16J DestPANId, uint32_t DstAddr[],
uint8_t *msduLength, uintSJ *msdu, uintS_t msduHandle, uintSj
TxOptions)

New TxOptions - TXOPT_REUSEBUF
-TXOPT OWNCAP
Figure 3.10 MCPS_DATA.request function prototype

The MeshMAC implements a circular queue in the MQue component to queue the data
buffer for transmit and receive functions. The MQue component is a parameterised
interface where multiple instances can be created. The queue contains only the
references to the buffer. Hence push and pop operations work efficiently.
The current version of the Mac component uses two instances of this MQue to store the
data frames for transmission and reception. The sendJrame_csma() function examines
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each member in the queue for the current active superframe slot and transmits those
frames using CSMA/CA algorithm.
3.3.7 Timer
The TimerAsync component [51] implemented in the Open-ZB stack is extended by the
MeshMAC to support neighbour’s active superframe duration slots using the neighbour
table. In order to track the neighbour active superframe slot and backoff slots the
TimerAsync interface is added with set_track_neighbour command to enable the
tracking of a neighbour node’s contention access periods and the setJrack beast
command to track the broadcast slot. The neighbour start event notifies the starting of
the neighbour’s CAP and neighbour before_start event notifies the MAC to enable the
transceiver to receive the beacons. The neighbour_end denotes the end of the active
superframe duration. Figure 3.11 shows an example of timer events with a contention
access period of own active superframe duration, followed by an inactive period and
neighbour contention access period. From the figure the sdJired notifies the MeshMAC
at the end of active superframe duration; before neighbour start and neighbour_start
events are used to notify the start of a neighbour contention access period;
neighbour_end is used to notify the end of neighbour contention access period.
neighbour_end

A

sd_fired

bi_fired
^time_slot_fired

A

neighbour_before_start
neighbour_start

▲

CAP

' 111! I M 1 ri 1
0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112131415

Inactive Period

1

Neighbour CAP

before_
bi fired

Inactive
period

M M M 1 1 1 1 1 1 i M 1
012345678 9101112131415

Figure 3.11 MeshMAC superframe structre with timer events

The neighbour table related events start only after issuing the setJrack_neighbour
command which is called by the MLME_START.request function on switching from end
device mode to coordinator mode. When the node operates as an end device the
beast_end and beast_start events notify the beginning and end of the broadcast slot.
3.4

Components

The MeshMAC is implemented as components of TinyOS 1.x. The Mesh, the MQue
and the Mem are the new component implementations. The Mac and the Phy
components of the Open-ZB are modified in the MeshMAC implementation. The MQue
and the Mem components are generic components that provide buffer and queue access
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to all layers of the protocol stack. In the following sections the Mesh, the Phy and the
Mac components are discussed in detail.

3.4.1 Mesh Component
The Mesh component implements the MESH NLIST interface that sends the
NLIST REQ command frames to all direct neighbours in the broadcast slot and collects
the direct neighbour’s neighbour table using the NLIST RESP command. The neighbour
table is updated with two hop neighbour information for the distributed beacon
scheduling algorithm. The Mesh component disables the power control in the MAC
layer during this negotiation protocol using MLME POWER interface.

3.4.2 Phy component
MeshMAC modifies the PD DATA interface by adding a new event to request the
MAC layer to allocate the frame buffer on which the new frame should be read. In
Open-Zb, on arrival of a frame, a FIFOP hardware interrupt generates a FIFOP.fired
event [51] which reads the frame to a temporary buffer and then PD DATA.indication is
generated with this static buffer. The data is copied from this buffer to the receive buffer
{bufferjnsg) by the MAC layer.
This duplicate copying is avoided by adding a gethuf QwenX to the PD DATA interface to
request the MAC layer to allocate a new buffer to read the arrived frame. On successful
allocation the data is copied directly from the RxFIFO to the MAC layer buffer. This
saves memory for the Phy component and also avoids redundant copying.

3.4.3 Mac Component
The MeshMAC updates the Mac component for the following goals.
•

To support autonomous distributed beacon scheduling

•

To enable mesh data transfer to transmit the data to any beacon enabled node in
the network.

In order to implement the above two goals, the MeshMAC requires the following
features.
•

A neighbour table to support distributed beacon scheduling and mesh data
transfers

•

Efficient buffer usage to avoid redundant data copying and to conserve memory

•

The sendj'rame esma function should support scheduling of data frames

•

New interfaces for the distributed beacon scheduling algorithm
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3.4.3.1 Interfaces
The Mac component graph for TinyOS is shown in Figure 3.12. The Mac component
uses the TimerC component for timer interfaces, the MQue component for transmit and
receive queues, the Phy component for PLME and PD DATA service access points, the
TimerAsync component for the asynchronous timer interface and the Mem component
for the data frame buffer interfaces.
The Mac component provides new interfaces and updates to the existing interfaces for
the higher layer components and the Mesh sub layer. The new interfaces that are
provided

by

the

Mac

component

are

NeighbourTable,

MLME POWER,

MLME_COORDINATOR_SCAN, MLME_NElGHBOUR_SCAN and MLME_NLIST.
The definition of the MCPS DATA interface has been changed to share the same data
frame buffer across multiple layers.
The neighbour table is added to the Mac component to track the beaconing direct and
indirect neighbours. In order to access the neighbour table across different components,
the Mac component provides the NeighbourTable interface. The Mac component also
provides support for controlling the CC2420 radio transceiver to switch to various
modes. This power control interface is provided with the MLME POWER interface.
The MeshMAC does not support MLME SCAN interface, but adds two other scanning
interfaces

to

support

the

distributed

beacon

scheduling

algorithm.

MLME COORDINATOR SCAN interface supports the Mac component to scan the
available coordinators in its neighbourhood and the RSSI values of the beacon packets.
MLME NEIGElBOUR SCAN interface supports scanning the available beaconing
coordinators (direct neighbours) with their beacon transmission offset.
3.5

Functional description

The data structures, timers and various components discussed in the previous sections
are integrated together to form an application firmware. The following sections describe
the functional operations of the MeshMAC protocol stack in an application.
3.5.1

Beacon Management

The MeshMAC adds an entry in the beacon payload to specify the number of slot offset
it is away from the broadcast slot. On reception of a beacon packet every node checks
this value to validate the arrival time. Every node processes the beacons of neighbour
nodes and updates the neighbour table to reflect the current status of the node. Nodes
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will remove the entry from the neighbour table if the node could not receive a beacon
from particular node. The Mac component processes the beacon packets.
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3.5.2 Frame reception
The MeshMAC implementation processes beacon frames from multiple coordinators
and updates them in the neighbour table with their arrival time in ticks. The arrival time
is validated with their slot expected time window. If the packet is in '"out of range" the
neighbour entry type is changed to CAP TEMP NEIGHBOUR. If the received packet is
from the parent coordinator node the asynchronous timer is adjusted to compensate for
synchronisation errors.
If the received frame is a data frame the allocated buffer is passed to the higher layer
through the MCPS DATA.indication function.
If the received frame is a NLIST REQ or NLIST RESP command frame, the Mesh
component is notified by the MESH NLIST.indication function.

Figure 3.13 send_fraine_csma flow diagram
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3.5.3 Frame transmission
The MeshMAC implementation modifies the transmission technique adapting to the
mesh data transfer mechanism. Hence the data frames are marked with the appropriate
CAP time slot. Two optional flag settings are added in TxOptions parameter of
MCPS_DATA.request primitive to specify the neighbour CAP slot on which the packet
should be transmitted and to control the buffer usage in the MAC layer. The optional
flag settings are listed below.
•

TXOPT REUSEBUF-To reuse the buffer without copying

•

TXOPT OWNCAP - To over ride the neighbour CAP slot selection. It is useful
for transmitting data to the non beacon enabled end devices.

The data queue is processed by the sendJramejosma() function for transmitting packets
in an appropriate slot. In addition to the call conditions defined by Open-ZB[51], the
MeshMAC calls sendJrame_csma on the following conditions.
•

On arrival of a valid beacon frame from a neighbour.

•

On start of the broadcast CAP slot

The sendJ'rame csma processes the data frame as shown in Figure 3.13. The
sendJ'rame_csma reads every data frame in the queue and processes it in two modes.
When the node acts as an end device the data is sent only for broadcast and parent’s
active superframe slots. When the node acts as a coordinator device the data frame is
sent on own CAP or in the neighbour coordinator’s CAPs. Here broadcast slot is also
considered as a neighbour with Oxffff address.

3.5.4 TimerAsync events
The Mac component implements the timer events that are described in the section Timer
(3.3.7) of this chapter. The event handlers are used to track the superframe structure.
The MeshMAC controls the radio controller to switch to idle mode for conserving the
energy and to switch to receive mode depending on the neighbour coordinator node’s
active periods.
The radio controller is switched to idle mode if it is not in the idle mode on the
following conditions.
•

When sdJired event triggers and it is not followed by any direct neighbour’s
active period or broadcast period.

•

When neighbour_end event triggers and it is not followed by another direct
neighbour’s active period, broadcast period or own active superframe period.
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The radio controller is switched to receive mode if it is not already in the receive mode
on the following conditions.
•

When before_neighbour_start event triggers

3.5.5 Scanning functions
The MeshMAC adds two interfaces to enable the scanning procedure to select the
appropriate coordinator for association and to find the beacon coordinators in its direct
neighbourhood. The MLME COORDINATOR SCAN is finding the best beacon
coordinator for association based on link quality. This function also updates the list of
beacon coordinators with their link quality in the neighbour table and later uses this data
to find the best coordinator. The MLME NEIGHBOUR SCAN is used for finding the
list of beacon enabled coordinators in its direct neighbourhood. This function updates
the arrival time of the direct neighbours’ beacons and these entries are used to request
their neighbour tables for distributed beacon scheduling.

3.5.8 Distributed beacon scheduling
The beacon offset for every beacon enabled node is calculated in a distributed approach
at the time of the initialisation period. The current MeshMAC implementation supports
fixed beacon order and superframe order configurations. Hence every node in a network
is configured with constant BO and SO values. The PAN coordinator starts the network
by autonomously transmitting the beacons and follows the superframe structure based
on the BO and SO values. The beacon of the PAN coordinator includes a value that
denotes the number of active superframe duration slots from an imaginary broadcast slot.
Any node that wants to join the network starts as an end device. The appropriate beacon
transmission offset with respect to a nearby beacon transmitting node and imaginary
broadcast node is calculated by each node in the initialisation phase. Initially the node
scans for nearby beaconing nodes using the MLME COORDINATOR SCAN.request
primitive. The MAC layer switches the transceiver to receive mode and starts a timer to
scan the direct beaconing neighbours. The information such as neighbour address,
beacon receive time, LQI are collected and the neighbour table is updated. On
completion of the scan, the MLME COORDINATOR SCAN.indication notifies the
application. The application may employ a scheme to select a node as a parent
coordinator to join the network. The MLME ASSOCIATE.request is used to join the
network and the coordinator node assigns a 16bit address to the node. In order to
schedule a beacon transmission slot, the node must collect the schedule of two hop
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beacon transmitting nodes. The one hop neighbours can be collected by scanning the
channel for beacon frames. The NEIGHBOUR SCAN.request updates the one hop
beaconing node information in the neighbour table.

On completion of the

NEIGHBOUR SCAN primitive, the node starts collecting the MeshMAC two hop
neighbour information using MLME_NLIST.request primitive. The MESH_ NLIST
component transmits the NLIST REQ in the broadcast slot and collects the
NLIST RESP from the direct neighbour nodes. On completion of neighbour table
scanning, the application has two hop neighbour nodes. The selection of any unused slot
can be used for a beacon transmission slot. The sample application developed to
demonstrate the MeshMAC capabilites uses the first available slot. However, the
selection of an appropriate slot can also depend on shortest route, QOS or based on
routing layer requirements for example. Thus the selection of beacon transmission slot
is computed by the node itself without involving the PAN coordinator node.
3.5.7 Mesh Data transfer
The MeshMAC autonomously chooses the appropriate active superframe duration slot
to transmit the data based on its destination address. When an application or network
layer requests the MAC layer to transmit the data, the destination address of the data is
matched with any of the members in the neighbour table and then pushed into the
transmit queue to enable the transmission at the CAP of the corresponding neighbour
node. The application can override this behaviour by passing the TXOPT OWNCAP
parameter which forces the MeshMAC to transmit the data in its own CAP. This
enables the router to transmit the data to any node in its neighbourhood.

Transaever modes: TX ■ RX □ Idle □

Figure 3.14 Transceiver modes and data transmission example for 4 routers

Figure 3.14 depicts transceiver modes, beacon scheduling and data transmission for a
network with 4 routers. As shown here, the transceiver is switched to idle mode except
for its own active super frame duration, broadcast active superframe duration.
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neighbor’s beacon reception and the data transmission time. The node becomes active
for its neighbor’s active superframe duration, receives and processes the beacon from
neighbors, and transmits if there is queued data. In the Figure 3.14 this would be the
case for the transmission TX2 from R4 to R2. The data that is available to be transmitted
during inactive period is pushed to the queue. Every node becomes also active during
the broadcast slot, e.g. R4 broadcasting a packet (TXb).

3.6

Conclusion

The MeshMAC is implemented by using Open-ZB as base implementation of IEEE
802.15.4. The implementation is developed using NesC language in TinyOS 1.x
platform. The Open-ZB implementation details relevant to the MeshMAC extension and
the limitation of Open-ZB to the Tree topologies are explained.
The MeshMAC data structure consists of neighbour table, new NLIST_REQ and
NLIST RESP command frames. Buffer and queues. The implementation details and
their usage are discussed in this chapter in detail.
The MeshMAC implementation for TinyOS 1.x consists of multiple components. The
mesh, the MQue and the Mem components are newly implemented for MeshMAC and
the Mac, the Phy and the TimerAsync are extended from Open-ZB.
This chapter integrates the above data structures, timers, components as the MeshMAC
protocol stack. The application’s functional behaviour such as the distributed beacon
scheduling and the mesh data transfer mechanism is explained.
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4 Evaluation
The MeshMAC protocol is evaluated using the CIT Re-Mote [53] testbed that contains
a network of MICAz [12] nodes and by using the AvroraZ [15] emulator. This chapter
discusses the evaluation methodologies, test tools and various evaluation results.
4.1

Methodology

The MeshMAC protocol functionality is evaluated together with the proposed
distributed beacon scheduling operation and multipath mesh data communications
within a full TinyOS implementation. The performance of energy conservation is also
evaluated using the battery monitor of AvroraZ emulator.
The MeshMAC is designed for a low power radio such as the TI CC2420 [47] which is
integrated with low power microcontrollers. As the MAC layer protocol is tied to
hardware parameters such as timer, radio and battery power, it is essential to evaluate its
performance in a hardware platform. Hence, the MICAz hardware platform was
selected as an evaluation platform for the MeshMAC protocol.
It is the goal of the MeshMAC protocol to provide distributed beacon scheduling on top
of IEEE 802.15.4 and the mesh data functionality for supporting the routing layer to
select better routes to forward data to any of the next hop neighbour efficiently. The
mesh data also provides multiple paths to any destination which improves the
robustness of the network in the event of failure of one or multiple nodes in the network.
The distributed approach extends the network lifetime by sharing the load of the
network among multiple nodes.
The evaluation required real hardware to test the above features. However it is
expensive to deploy a large scale network of MICAz motes. To evaluate the MeshMAC
in an extended network, a software network simulator or emulator is preferred. But, the
hardware dependency of MeshMAC may not be realized in a software network
simulator. To evaluate the protocol with hardware dependencies, software emulators are
preferred. Avrora [54] is one such software emulator that emulates the AVR [43]
microcontroller at instruction and signal level. The code that runs on real AVR
microcontrollers can be simulated in software as the emulator is binary code compatible.
The AvroraZ is an extension of Avrora to support the MICAz motes with TI CC2420
controllers. AvroraZ also supports many debugging and profiling features of the real
hardware platform. One such feature is energy profiling using a battery monitor. This
feature is used to evaluate the energy efficiency of the MeshMAC protocol.
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The distributed beacon

scheduling and multipath mesh data communication

functionalities are evaluated on MICAz motes using the Re-Mote testbed and AvroraZ
software emulator. The energy efficiency tests were evaluated using the AvroraZ
software emulator. The MeshMAC protocol is analysed with the Daintree Analyser
[55][56] CC2420 Packet sniffer hardware
Table 4.1 lists the general configurations used for the evaluations in this thesis. These
configurations are chosen for demonstrative purpose and any other configurations can
be used to evaluate the MeshMAC protocol.
Channel

0x12

Panid

0x1234

Transmit Power

-7dBm (12.5mA)

aBaseSupcrframieDuration 960 Symbols
Table 4.1 General configuration for the evaluation

4.2
4.2.1

Evaluation Tools
Re-Mote testbed

Although wireless sensor networks are designed to run with minimal human
intervention using self organizing capabilities, it requires development and test tools
support during the software development and deployment. It is a difficult task to
program, deploy and evaluate a wireless sensor network with new protocol software. In
order to program and test the wireless sensor nodes that are deployed in a test
environment, the nodes need to be controlled by the developer to evaluate various
scenarios. This requires a testbed which allows the software developer to program and
control the nodes under test. Compared to software based simulators, the real testbed
provides the realism that is necessary to understand the resource limitations,
communication loss, energy constraints and the true processing capability of wireless
sensor networks.
The Re-Mote testbed framework is a collection of modules to provide remote access to
wireless sensor network testbed infrastructures. It provides easy access to the remotely
deployed wireless sensor nodes through the Internet and allows the user to reprogram,
control, debug and collect logged data.
The architecture of Re-Mote is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The Re-Mote testbed consists of
four major components. The testbed server provides access to the testbed client software
over the Internet.
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Figure 4.1 Re-Mote Testbed Architecture

The testbed client is a GUI developed in Java that runs on all computing platforms that
support Java. The server controls the wireless sensor network through gateway/host PCs
which are x86 based embedded computers. The wireless sensor nodes are connected
with the gateway devices through USB hubs. The communication between the testbed
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server and the gateway devices takes place over Wi-Fi allowing the deployment of
nodes in remote environments.
The remote client GUI allows the user to select the required nodes for a given test and
enables the user to program the nodes with the compiled elf binary file. Each node can
be started or stopped by the user. Every node in the sensor network is provided with a
serial console window for debugging purposes. This feature is essential to deploy and
start the network in a controlled manner and the status of the nodes can be viewed in the
serial console for MeshMAC evaluation. The detailed architectural and implementation
details are available in the testbed homepage [53].
The topology and the physical map of the Re-Mote testbed that is deployed in the lab at
CIT are shown in Figure 4.2. The nodes that start with “M” specify the MICAz nodes
used in this evaluation.

4.2.1.1 MICAz MOTES
The MeshMAC implementation is currently implemented on MICAz motes from
crossbow. Figure 4.3 shows the MICAz hardware platform with its programming board
and its major components.

Figure 4.3 MICAz Mote

The features of MICAz motes are
•

ATMEL ATmegal28L [43] 8-bit microcontroller with 128KB Flash and 4KB
RAM

•

CC2420 RF transceiver
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•

Two UART communication ports for programming and debugging

•

Support for sensor boards

•

8mA current consumption in active mode and less than 15pA in sleep mode

•

Digital 10,12C and SPI interfaces

The features of TI CC2420 radio are
•

2.4GHz Frequency band

•

250Kbps data rate

•

Programmable transmit power -24dbm to Odbm

•

Programmable low power modes to conserve power

•

Current consumption in idle mode is 20|xA and 19.7mA in receive mode

•

Current consumption for transmit mode depends on the power level from 8.5mA
(-25dBm) to 17.4mA (OdBm)

The frequency of the MICAz’s mote hardware timer is 7.3728 MHz. Although the IEEE
802.15.4 requires Ibpsec to transmit a symbol, the best available clock tick granularity
is equal to 69.44psec. This value corresponds to a 4 symbol durations of the theoretical
value of 64psec. Table 4.2 summarises the theoretical and effective values of MICAz
clock ticks for various IEEE 802.15.4 parameters [51]. However, the minimum event
required by the IEEE 802.15.4 is backojfjired duration for which the HPLTimerlC is
programmed in the TimerAsyncC component.
Parameters

Effective

Theoretical

Backoff Symbols

20

20

Symbol Duration (psec)

17.362

16

Backoff Duration (psec)

347.24

320

Granularity

69.44

64

aBaseSuperframeDuration (msec)

16.6656

15.360

Table 4.2 .MICAz clock tick granularity comparison

4.2.2 AvroraZ Emulator
Although the physical test-bed offers realism, it is difficult to test the protocol software
for scalability, repeatability and various operational scenarios. Moreover benchmarking
energy efficiency is difficult. And also debugging software on the embedded wireless
sensor nodes is a very difficult task in a deployed network scenario. In order to test the
sensor network protocol software for these aspects such as scalability and energy
efficiency simulation models are often preferred.
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Current sensor network simulators are broadly divided into three categories, network
simulators with sensor models, sensor emulator with network models and instruction
cycle level emulators. Various popular network simulators have been enhanced with
sensor network models. SENSE [57] for Network simulator (ns-2) [58], IEEE 802.15.4
simulation model for OPNET [59][60] and Castalia [62] for OMNET++ [63] are few
examples. The limitations of these simulators are that they do not model the hardware
platforms of the wireless sensor nodes with sufficient accuracy.
In sensor emulation with networking support, the hardware API is abstracted with the
models implemented on a PC platform and the code is compiled for the PC platforms.
TOSSIM
[64] is an example for these types of emulators. This approach also lacks the accuracy
of modelling the hardware limitations and is sensor network operating system
dependent.
The third approach of emulating the sensor node with instruction cycle level granularity
has the advantage that it can run the code that is compiled for the real hardware without
any modifications. Avrora was developed based on this approach by University of
California at Los Angeles. Avrora is a cycle-accurate instruction-level simulator for the
AVR microcontroller and for sensor networks built on the AYR microcontroller. The
binary code that is cross-compiled to the sensor node architecture is executed on an
emulated processor. Although Avrora looks suitable for MeshMAC simulations, it lacks
the radio model for IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer.
AvroraZ developed at CIT adds support for the IEEE 802.15.4 CC2420 radio chip from
TI to the Avrora implementation together with an indoor radio model to support
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and correlation values of the CC2420 radio
chip. This enables binary code compatibility with MICAz nodes.
An Avrora multi-node simulation is created by means of separate instances of the
simulator class each with its own local simulation time, and running in its own thread.
The threads run in parallel and they periodically synchronize to a global clock to
manage the state of the environment such as radio communication channel. Avrora runs
one thread per node and the number of nodes that can be simulated is limited by the host
operating system’s limit of number of threads per process. However it achieves greater
than real hardware system performance only for networks of less than 25 nodes.
AvroraZ improves the monitoring of applications by including printing of variables,
format output for 802.15.4 sniffers and cc2420 battery monitor. AvroraZ enables the
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user to specify the topology in a file with 3D spatial configurations. The configuration
for each test evaluation of the MeshMAC is discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
4.2.3 Packet sniffer
The Daintree packet analyzer is used in conjunction with the CC2400EB [56] board that
includes a CC2420EM module (equipped with a CC2420 radio transceiver). The
Daintree analyzer lists and parses the received packet over the air and also from
AvroraZ emulator results. In addition to provide the packet listings, the analyzer builds
the network topology graph with a user provided visual layout.
4.3

Functional evaluation

The IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode is limited to the star topologies. It was
extended by the Open-ZB implementations using TDBS solution where beacons are
scheduled using SDS algorithm in a centralised manner. This approach limits the
number of devices in the network to the maximum of 2^*^ “^^ and doesn’t scale well. The
MeshMAC proposes a distributed beacon scheduling solution where every node
allocates its beacon transmission offset by collecting two-hop neighbour information
without the help of PAN coordinator.
The MeshMAC also proposes the scheduling of data to be transmitted in appropriate
active supertrame durations of a direct one hop neighbour. This leads to multiple paths
to the PAN coordinator compared to a single path in a tree topology.
It is the aim of the functional evaluation tests to demonstrate the following operations
that are new in the MeshMAC compared to the Open-ZB implementations,
o

Distributed beacon scheduling

o

Multipath Mesh data communications

4.3.1

Distributed beacon scheduling

The distributed beacon scheduling feature of the MeshMAC is demonstrated with
MICAz nodes that are deployed in the Re-Mote testbed and also in AvroraZ. This
evaluation explains the sequence of steps for a router to join the network, determine its
beaconing offset independently through the distributed beacon scheduling algorithm.
The purpose of the test is to prove the calculation of beacon transmission offset and the
active superframe duration schedule is distributed without using a centralised node. The
beacon interval {BI) is divided into 2^^

number of active superframe durations that

can be used by various devices. The remainder of this chapter refers to these active
superframe durations available in a beacon interval as slots.
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The proposed MeshMAC distributed beacon scheduling algorithm provides a beacon
schedule for a node in the network. The beacon scheduling algorithm involves two type
of scanning namely coordinator scan where one hop neighbours are scanned to choose
the best neighbour node to associate with and then neighbour scan to acquire two hop
neighbour node information. The coordinator scan requires at least one BI period and
neighbour scan requires minimum two BI periods to send and receive NLIST_REQ and
NLIST RESP packets. Therefore the minimum time required to allocate beacon
schedule for a node would be the sum of coordinator scan period, neighbour scan period
and time taken for association. The time to start the whole network increases by
N*minimum time required to start a single node, where N is the network size.
The MeshMAC assumes nodes are started sequentially one by one with a defined
interval. This is because there cannot be two nodes that can allocate the same beacon
schedule simultaneously. It should be addressed in the future work based on MeshMAC
protocol possibly with a random backoff time in the event of any other node which is
also in the process of getting a beacon schedule. The time to calculate the appropriate
beacon schedule requires multiple scans and the research should focus on reducing the
time to get a beacon schedule for a node. One another way to reduce the network start
time is to split into multiple clusters, so that the network can be established in parallel.
The AssociationExample application with the MeshMAC implementation is compiled
for PAN coordinator configuration and coordinator (Zigbee - router) configurations for
this test.
Testbed topology-1: Two nodes were selected where a PAN coordinator node is sending
beacons, a new coordinator (router) node that is directly in the PAN coordinator’s
transmission region joins the PAN and allocates its beacon offset and its active
superframe duration using distributed beacon scheduling algorithm.
Testbed topology-2: Six nodes are selected where a PAN coordinator and 5 coordinators
(routers) were sending beacons, a new coordinator node that is directly in another
coordinator’s transmission region and two hops away from the transmission region of
PAN coordinator joins the PAN and allocates its beacon offset and its active superframe
duration.
The following configurations listed in table 4.3 are chosen as example experimental
configurations for the evaluations. The BO and SO values are chosen to accommodate
maximum of 15 devices in a two hop neighbourhood.
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64Bit addresses

Ml =0x0000000100000001
M4 = 0x0000000400000004
M5 = 0x0000000400000004
M9 = 0x0000000900000009
M13 = OxOOOOOOOdOOOOOOOd
M15 = OxOOOOOOOfOOOOOOOf

Beacon order (BO)

8

Superframe Duration

4

Maximum number of devices that can

15

send beacon (2^*^'^*^-!)
Table 4.3 Conflgurations for evaluation in testbed

4.3.1.1 Testbed topology-1
The purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate the distributed beacon scheduling
operation on two nodes in the same transmission region.
Node M1 is programmed to be the PAN coordinator and node M4 is programmed to be
coordinator (Zigbee - router) as shown in Figure 4.4. Both devices are programmed to
log the steps of distributed beacon scheduling in serial console. The PAN coordinator
node starts with the short address of 0x0001 and the coordinator (router) node gets the
short address in the association procedure as the lower 16bits of the 64bit long address.
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Figure 4.5 Re-Mote Console window of node M4

Node M1 is started in the testbed, and the beacons are observed in the Daintree packet
analyzer, then node M4 is started. Figure 4.5 shows the console output of node M4
where node M4 starts as an end device and starts the coordinator scan procedure. The
coordinator scan procedure scans and updates the neighbour list with one hop beaconing
neighbours. The best beaconing neighbour is selected as its coordinator node based on
LQI. In this example there is only one beaconing neighbour, which is PAN coordinator
M1 and it is selected as the coordinator node and the router node M4 associates with M1
to get its short address 0x0004.
Then coordinator (router) node M4 starts the neighbour scan procedure where it updates
the neighbour table with the latest one hop direct neighbours and their offsets. The
neighbour table is also updated with the reserved broadcast address at the appropriate
active super frame duration.
On completion of the neighbour scan, node M4 requests the neighbour list from its one
hop neighbours by sending NLIST REQ command and receives the NLIST RESP
command. Since only node Ml is in node M4’s transmission region. Ml transmits the
neighbour list with its own entry in the NLIST RESP command frame. This process is
repeated three times to update the two hop neighbours.
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On completion of the two hop neighbour table update, Node M4 searches and selects
the first available empty entry in the neighbour table and computes the offset times to
the PAN coordinator and broadcast entry to start the MLME_START procedure which is
used to start the router mode for node M4.
Figure 4.6 shows the number of active superframe duration slots in a beacon interval
{Bl). At start up the PAN coordinator node Ml reserves two slots for broadcast
transmission in the network and for its own active superframe. Slot 1 is for broadcast
transmission and Slot 2 for node Ml. The beacon packets are transmitted at the
beginning of slot2 and node Ml’s active Superframe follows then.
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Figure 4.6 Beacon schedule of testbed topology-1

In the distributed beacon scheduling procedure, the neighbour table is updated with two
hop neighbours. In this example node M4’s neighbour table is filled with only two
entries. Hence node M4 selects the first available free entry in the neighbour table
which is the

slot as its active Superframe duration and calculates the offset to

transmit the beacons with reference to the PAN coordinator’s beacons and also with
respect to the broadcast slot.
On successful beacon scheduling completion nodes keep track of the active superframe
duration of their direct neighbours by keeping the transceiver in receive mode. The grey
colour represents the direct neighbour’s active superframe duration slot. In the inactive
period, nodes switch to the power down mode to conserve energy.
Figure 4.7 shows a snapshot of packet analyzer capture for this test. The red color
selection in the packet list window specifies the NLIST REQ and NLIST RESP
command packets. Commands from MAC source address 0x0004 to the broadcast
destination address specifies the NLIST REQ command and commands from MAC
source address 0x0001 to the destination address 0x0004 specifies the NLIST RESP
command which contains the one hop neighbour list of 0x0001. The visual Device Tree
specifies the association relationship between node 0x0001 and 0x0004. The new
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beacons from node 0x0004 are started with a 0.267msec interv'al from sequence number
0x179.
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Figure 4.7 Daintree sniffer capture of beacon scheduling

Thus, the router node 0x0004 is able to calculate its offset and transmit its beacon on the
next empty slot available between broadcast slots. In this example slot number 3 is the
next available empty slot after the broadcast slot.

4.3.1.2 Testbed topoIogy-2
The purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate the distributed beacon scheduling
algorithm in more than two hops. This test also demonstrates the reusing of the same
active superframe duration by multiple nodes in the same network.
Node Ml is programmed to be PAN coordinator and the nodes M4, M5, M9 and Ml3
are programmed to be coordinator (router) nodes.
Node M1 is started and its beacons are observed in the Daintree packet analyzer, then
nodes M4, M5, M9 and M13 are started sequentially one after another and these start
transmitting beacons by allocating their active superframe duration slots using the
distributed beacon scheduling algorithm.
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The nodes under test are distributed in the testbed at different locations in the building
as shown in Figure 4.8. In the above picture the circle denotes their approximate
transmission coverage range. The range is detennined by transmitting multiple packets
with the same transmission power and the one hop direct neighbours for the devices are
summarized below in Table 4.4.
The distributed beacon scheduling algorithm and the superframe duration scheduling
algorithm states that any two nodes should not use the same active superframe duration
as its two hop neighbours to avoid the hidden terminal issue. Table 4.4 shows that nodes
M1 and M13 are more than two hops away. Therefore M1 and M13 may use the same
active superframe duration to transmit beacons.
Node

One hop direct neighbour

Ml

M4,M5

M4

M1,M5,M9

M5

M1,M4,M9

M9

M4,M5,M13

M13

M9

Table 4.4 Direct neighbours for topology 2
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Figure 4.9 Beacon schedule for Testbed topoIogy-2

The PAN coordinator is started by reserving a slot for its active superframe duration and
another slot for broadcast transmissions. As shown in Figure 4.9, Ml reserves slot 1 for
broadcast and slot 2 for M1, its direct neighbours M4 and M5 select distinct slots 2 and
3 respectively. But, node M9 is not a direct neighbour of Ml, and is an indirect
neighbour through nodes M4 and M5. In the distributed beacon scheduling procedure,
the NLIST REQ and NLIST RESP command frames from nodes M4 and M5 contain
the information about node M1. Hence M9 selects the next available empty slot that is
not used by nodes Ml, M4 and M5. In Figure 4.9, node M9 selects slot 5 as its active
superframe duration slot.
The distributed beacon scheduling procedure for node Ml3 is shown in its console
output as per Figure 4.10. In the coordinator scan, node MI3 finds it’s only beaconing
neighbour M9 and selects and associates with this node. In the NLIST REQ and
NLIST RESP negotiations node M9 sends the list of its direct neighbours and their
respective slots. In our example, nodes M4, M5 and M9 use slot numbers 2, 3 and 4
respectively. Then the node M13 selects the first available empty slot from its neighbour
table that is slot number 1 as shown in Figure 4.9.
The usage of the same active superframe duration by a node that is more than two hop
neighbours away from a node can be observed in the above example. Nodes Ml and M9
are two hop neighbours and both of them have nodes M4 and M5 as neighbour nodes.
Hence they should not use the same slot as it will cause hidden node problem for nodes
M4 and M5. But node Ml3 does not share any neighbour node which is a direct
neighbour to node Ml, so it can reuse the same slot for its beacon transmission. The
reuse of the same slots paves way to scale the network.
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Figure 4.10 Re-Mote testbed Console window of Node M13 for topology 2

4.3.1.3 AvroraZ based evaluation
The MeshMAC was evaluated with a larger network of 25 nodes in the AvroraZ
emulator. The nodes are distributed in such a way that they form a 2D matrix with a
uniform interval of 6 meters apart by defining their X-Y coordinates in the AvroraZ
topology configuration file.
The nodes are named node0-node25 and the nodes are placed in the X axis 5 in a row
sequentially where nodeO is programmed to be PAN coordinator and the remaining
nodes are programmed to be coordinators (routers).
The nodes are started on an interval of lOOsec sequentially from nodeO to node24 as
shown in Figure 4.11. The nodes are not only able to directly communicate with their
horizontal and vertical neighbour nodes in XY plane, they are also able to communicate
with their diagonally direct one hop neighbour nodes. The edges in the Figure 4.12
represent the connectivity between nodes.
The debug dump of each node and the Daintree sniffer formatted packet capture data are
analysed for finding the beaconing slot allocated by the MeshMAC. The allocation of
beacon slot for the nodes under test is represented in Figure 4.13.
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Wireless Sensor Netv^ork topology

24

Figure 4.11 AvroraZ topology for beacon scheduling test

Figure 4.12 AvroraZ topology with neighbour connectivity

From Figure 4.13, it is observed that nodeO, node3, node 15 and node 18 reuse slot
number 1 as their active superframe duration. Similar usage of the same slot by various
nodes that are more than 2 hops away can be observed for other slots. Even the densely
distributed 24 nodes consume only 10 slots for their active superframe duration and the
remaining period is used as an inactive period thereby allowing the nodes to sleep and
conserve energy.
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Figure 4.13 Beacon schedule of AvroraZ topology

The distributed beacon scheduling algorithm has therefore been evaluated with a larger
ne:work, greater than the maximum number of nodes that could be scheduled in a
transmission region and it is proven that the same active superframe duration can be
reused by the nodes that are more than two hops away. The superframe duration
scieduling algorithm limits the network to 2 '

numbers of nodes. But, the

MishMAC protocol allows the beacon scheduling to be extended to any number of
noies, because the distributed beacon scheduling algorithm decides the beacon
transmission offset for its active superframe duration based on the two hop node
inbrmation in its locality.
4.T2 Multipath Mesh data communication
Tie MeshMAC supports mesh data transfer between beacon enabled coordinator
(r(uter) nodes. This requires tracking of each neighbour coordinator’s beacon
traismission offset and also packet queuing in the transmission queue to schedule the
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packet transfer in the appropriate active super frame duration of the destination
neighbour. Although this procedure involves higher latency in forwarding packets in a
multihop fashion, it increases energy efficiency for the coordinator nodes as it allows
them to sleep during the inactive periods which are different to the IEEE 802.15.4
standard for the mesh networks where coordinator nodes need to listen all the time.
The evaluation of multipath mesh data communication is carried out with a simple
routing strategy based on selecting the next neighbour using hop count. The PAN
coordinator node forms the network and the nodes under test join the network and
transmit their beacons by allocating their beacon offset using the distributed beacon
scheduling algorithm. The beacons are embedded with a hop count from the PAN
coordinator. After association with a coordinator (router) node, every node increments
the hop count and transmits this information in its beacon packets. Thus the hop count is
distributed throughout the whole network. A selected coordinator node is programmed
as the source node that generates the data in an interval. The data is destined for the
PAN coordinator which is forwarded to a next hop neighbour based on shortest hop
count. The PAN coordinator collects the data and displays them in the PAN coordinator
serial console. When there are multiple neighbours with shorter hop count the next hop
neighbour is selected based on a round robin strategy for successive packets. This
enables every new data packet generated to get a different path to the PAN coordinator.
The cluster tree topology proposed by Zigbee for the beacon enabled mode specifies the
data path between the nodes based on the parent-child relationship that was created
during association, and the data path is always the same for a particular source node.
When compared to this tree routing strategy, the MeshMAC provides higher
connectivity and the routing algorithms can be designed with multiple routes. This
avoids overloading few particular nodes and distributes the routing load to multiple
nodes. It also creates multiple redundant routes thus improving network reliability.
The RoutingExample application is created to demonstrate this strategy and was tested
in the Re-Mote Testbed and AvroraZ emulator. The RoutingExample proves the
possibility of finding multiple routes in a mesh topology with the beacon enabled mode.
This example does not demonstrate the optimum path, but demonstrates that multiple
paths are possible in a mesh topology and the ability of MeshMAC to support this
feature.
The RoutingExample using the MeshMAC also builds the tree to distribute the hop
count information in the network. However the routing decisions are taken by
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considering the number of neighbour nodes. To support this feature, the neighbour table
of the MeshMAC is added with a new hop count field. The RoutingExample application
collects the possible neighbour nodes that could be used to forward the data in its next
hop. This list is used in a round robin manner for successive data packets. Hence, every
new packet gets a different destination when there is more than one neighbour with less
or equal hop count. To avoid cyclic forwarding, the hops the data traverses are
piggybacked with the payload and this information is used to display the route in the
PAN coordinator node.
The RoutingExample built with the MeshMAC is compiled with PAN coordinator
configuration, router (coordinator) configuration and another router (coordinator)
configuration with data source functionality.

4.3.2.1 Re-Mote Testbed based evaluation
The purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate the multihop mesh data transfer using
RoutingExample in Re-Mote Testbed. An example configuration for this evaluation is
listed in Table 4.5.
Beacon order (BO)

8

Superframe Order (SO)

4

Maximum number of devices can send beacon

15

Data transmission interval

4.3sec

Table 4.5 Configuration for RoutingExample on Re-Mote testbed

The RoutingExample is evaluated in a topology as shown in Figure 4.14. Node Ml is
programmed to be the PAN coordinator, nodes M4, M5, M8, Ml2, M18 and Ml3 are
programmed to be coordinators (routers) and the coordinator (router) node Ml5 is
programmed to be a data source. Nodes Ml, M4, M5, M8, Ml2, Ml8, M13 and Ml5
are started in a regular interval so that each one can complete the distributed beacon
scheduling process before others start.
The nodes are assigned with their short address from their neighbour nodes dynamically
as 0x0001 for node Ml, 0x0002 for node M2, 0x0004 for node M4, 0x0005 for node
M5, 0x0008 for node M8, OxOOOc for node Ml2, OxOOOd for node Ml3, OxOOOf for
node M15 and 0x0012 for node Ml8 and Zigbee cluster tree is formed based on the
association procedure in this topology as illustrated in Figure 4.14. The Figure
demonstrates that nodes M4 and M5 are directly associated with node Ml, the PAN
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coordinator. Nodes M8 and Ml2 are associated with node M4, node Ml8 is associated
with node M5, M13 is associated with M12 and node M15 is associated with node Ml3.

DatntreclVft Kvofki
0x0001 R

^^^0004 R

^

0x0008 R

0x0005 R

j^OxOOOc R

T

T

0x0012 R

OxODOd R

OxOOOf R

Figure 4.14 Multipath mesh data transfer test Association tree

The only possible routing with the Zigbee tree topology in a beacon enabled mode is
based on routing to parent or child node. There is always only one route from any
source node to the PAN coordinator. In this example the route from the source node
M15 to the PAN coordinator node is always M15-M13-M12-M4-M1. This could cause
extensive load on these nodes. Failure of any node in this path will break the network
into isolated clusters and the network lifetime depends on the first node’s failure.
Similarly, the link quality between two nodes could impact the reliable forwarding of
data. In order to recover from a node’s failure, the entire tree should be rebuilt which
increases the recovery time.
In RoutingExample with the MeshMAC the PAN coordinator node embeds the hop
count information in its beacon as 0. It is incremented by each coordinator (router) node
based on its association with their associated coordinator nodes. Nodes M4 and M5 are
associated with node MI and their hop count is incremented to I and node M8 and MI2
are associated with node M4 and their hop count is incremented to 2. This procedure is
followed and node M18, M13 and M15 get hop count 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
The association tree with the hop count is illustrated in Figure 4.15. A good routing
strategy must be able to choose a better next hop among the available neighbour nodes.
The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC limits this choice as the data transfer takes place only in
parent node’s active superframe duration or in its own active superframe duration.
The MeshMAC algorithm maintains the two hop neighbour information where one hop
neighbours are tracked with their beacons which enable the direct communication
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between router nodes that are not in a parent-child relationship. Hence there exist
multiple possible routes to the coordinator node from a source node. In order to examine
the multiple paths between source node Ml5 and destination node Ml the PAN
coordinator, the neighbour connectivity is shown in the Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.15 Association tree with hop count

In the Figure 4.16 the green lines represent the path between two neighbours. It is
decided based on the node’s hop count. Any node will have a path to any of its
neighbour which has a lesser hop count towards the PAN coordinator. The pink line
represents the association relationship that also connects to a neighbour which has a
lesser hop count towards the PAN coordinator. Thus there is always an alternative path
other than the association based path.
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From the above figure, node Ml5 has two possible next hops that are M18 and Ml3.
Similar choices are available at each hop, so that the number of paths a data packet can
travel over to reach the PAN coordinator node will depend on the number of neighbour
nodes in the range of each hop. This allows the building of a robust routing strategy as
there is always more than one potential next hop neighbour to a destination node.
Figure 4.17 shows a snapshot of the packet arrival data of payload Sbytes with variable
number of hop information. The number of hops the packet traversed varies from 2 hops
to 4 hops depending on the route it takes to reach the PAN coordinator.
The above evaluation was done in the Re-Mote testbed for 7hours 30minutes and the
collected information was analysed for
•

No of path between the source node M15 and the PAN coordinator Ml

•

No of packets handled by each node

From the collected data the number of unique paths available to the PAN coordinator
based on hop count is plotted in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.17 Data arrival at PAN coordinator Ml

Figure 4.18 Number of paths to PAN coordinator Ml

From Figure 4.18, it can be observed that there exist 8 different paths to reach the PAN
coordinator from source node Ml5. The red line represents Zigbee tree routing where
there exists only one route to the PAN coordinator in which data packets are routed to
the parent nodes.
It can also be observed that the number of packets handled by each node varies largely
depending on the number of shortest path neighbours available at each node to forward
the data to. The total number of valid packets arrived at the coordinator is 3619 although
data generated by the source node is 4000 packets. It is due to loss in the air and drop of
packets due to errors. There is no retry mechanism in this example. This analysis
validates only the valid packets that were handled by each hop coordinator.
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Packets handled by each hop
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Nodes
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Figure 4.19 Number of packets forwarded by each coordinator

The graph in Figure 4.19 shows nodes M4, M5, Ml2, M13 and Ml8 which forwarded
packets generated by node Ml 5 as part of the RoutingExample with MeshMAC. For the
tree routing strategy the path would be Ml3, M12 and M4. Therefore it requires 4 hops
to reach the coordinator. Since all the packets use the same nodes to route the data, it
leads to high energy consumption for those nodes.

This test finds multiple paths

between node M15 and the PAN coordinator thereby distributing the routing load
among all the nodes.
Compared with the Zigbee tree routing strategy, the RoutingExample with MeshMAC,
data is processed and forwarded by multiple hops which provides redundant path to the
destination. The redundant data path improves the network lifetime by providing
alternative paths if a node fails.
Beacon order (BO)

8
4

Superframe Duration
D0 XO

Maximum number of devices can send beacon (2 ' -1)

15

Data transmission interval

4.3 sec

Table 4.6 Configuration for RoutingExample on AvroraZ

4.3.2.2 AvroraZ based evaluation
The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the multiple paths in an extended network of
25 nodes. The topology defined in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 is used again for this
evaluation and the nodes are programmed with the following configurations listed in
Table 4.6.
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NodeO is programmed to be PAN coordinator, nodel to node23 are programmed to be
coordinator (router) nodes and node24 is programmed to be the data source with routing
capabilities. The AvroraZ computational time increases with the size of the network in
realtime mode. It takes about a day to simulate 25 nodes for an hour of network
operation. The nodes from nodeO to node24 were started in 40sec intervals and the
evaluation is simulated for 2 hours 45 minutes. This provides sufficient data to analyse
the multipath data flow between the source node and the PAN coordinator node. The
results are evaluated from the debug dump of the PAN coordinator node (nodeO) and
through the packet log using the Daintree sniffer software.
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Figure 4.20 Multipath test topology for AvroraZ with Association

The coordinator nodes nodel to node24, allocate their beacon schedule using the
MeshMAC’s distributed beacon scheduling and they built the hop count with respect to
their associated devices. The association path and their connectivity paths with their hop
counts are shown in Figure 4.20.
The red lines show the node’s association path which is similar to that of Zigbee tree
topology on which the nodes forward the data to their parent node and there exists only
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one path to the PAN coordinator from any node. The green lines show the connectivity
between nodes with their direct neighbour nodes where they can forward data packets.
The hop count for each node from the PAN coordinator is calculated at the time of the
association procedure. In this example, node 24 is Shops away from coordinator node-0,
and the path would be nodel-node6-nodel I-node 16-node 17-node 18-node 19-node24.

Figure 4.21 Number of routes to PAN coordinator from each node

However the RoutingExample with MeshMAC allows each coordinator to route the
data to a possible next hop neighbour which has lesser hop count than that of current
node’s hop count. The next hop neighbour is chosen in a round robin fashion when there
are multiple neighbour nodes which have lesser hop count on successive packet arrival.
This enables data packets to be routed over multiple optimum paths to the coordinator.
On completion of the MLME_START.request primitive at source node node24, the node
starts sending data packets in an interval of 4.3sec. The data packet is received at the
PAN coordinator node that includes the path it has passed through. This data is updated
in the debug log of node-0. AvroraZ also generates a packet capture log compatible with
the Daintree packet sniffer.
Figure 4.21 presents the number of multiple paths available from each node in the
topology towards the PAN coordinator for this test. The numbers are calculated based
on the number of neighbours that have smaller hop count to each node. The number of
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paths from the source to destination increases by number of hops and the number of
smaller hop count neighbours in each hop of the path. From the graph, node24 has 192
multiple paths to the PAN coordinator node verified from the test results. This enables
the routing layer to choose better routes based also on other metrics compared to tree
routing, which is built in the association procedures as defined in Zigbee cluster tree
routing.
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Figure 4.22 Number of packets forwarded by each coordinator

The Zigbee tree routing limits each node in the network to have a single path to the
PAN coordinator. This strategy overloads the nodes in the path thereby increasing
energy consumption for these nodes compared to rest of the nodes in the network.
Moreover, in tree networking failure of a single node affects the network significantly
and recovery from such a single node failure will take a longer time.
Contrary to tree routing, mesh routing provides multiple paths to the PAN coordinator
node and distributes the packet forwarding load among multiple nodes along the path.
Hence failure of a node may not impact the network operation. This increases the
network lifetime and data reliability significantly.
From the debug log of PAN coordinator nodeO, it is observed that 2340 packets were
received and the data traversed through multiple paths. The data was forwarded by
different hops and the amount of data handled by each hop is shown in Figure 4.22.
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This test proves that the MeshMAC enables mesh data transmission in a beacon enabled
IEEE 802.15.4 network with multiple paths to the PAN coordinator. A larger number of
neighbour nodes increase the number of multiple redundant paths to the PAN
coordinator compared to the cluster tree routing, where there is always only one path.
4.4

Performance evaluation

The MeshMAC implementation is evaluated for energy efficiency. Beacon enabled
IEEE 802.15.4 is meant for higher data latency due to inactive periods in its superframe.
The data latency can be quite high depending on the number of hops the packet is routed
over. This applies to any topology that involves multiple hops. Hence in this thesis the
performance analysis is focused on energy efficiency in a mesh network rather than
throughput.
The MeshMAC controls the radio state to low power mode during inactive periods to
save energy. The perfonnance of energy conservation is evaluated in this section with
respect to the beaconless mode of IEEE 802.15.4 Mac where the nodes are listening all
the time in receive mode.
The amount of energy spent in beaconless mode is almost equivalent to that of the
energy spent in beacon enabled mode without turning off the transceiver as there is very
little energy spent for transmission of beacons.
Ebeaconless mode ~ E beacon enabled mode (no power control)

Thus a node that is operated in a beacon enabled mode without switching off the
transceiver during the inactive period is used as a reference to measure the energy of the
beaconless mode. The mesh networking is supported only in beaconless mode of IEEE
802.15.4. There is no other MAC implementation that supports mesh networking in
IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode. Hence, it is not possible to benchmark with other
implementations for energy efficiency performance on a mesh network.
It is difficult to measure the energy spent by each node in a network by using
oscilloscope with various node densities. The battery monitor feature in AvroraZ makes
this task easier by analysing the energy spent by the transceiver in the execution of each
instructions.
4.4.1

Energy efficiency

The CC2420 radio in the MICAz nodes requires different amount of current based on its
states of operation. As shown in Figure 4.23 it is possible to bring the radio transceiver
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to power down mode to conserve the energy and to turn them back to Transmit or
receive mode where it consumes higher amount of energy.

Figure 4.23 CC2420 radio transceiver states

The CC2420 transceiver operates in a low power idle mode and can be turned to
Transmit or Receive mode based on STXO or SRXO command in the configuration
register. The power consumptions in each state are summarised in Table 4.7.
The AvroraZ extends the AEON [65][66] to include the energy consumption of CC2420
radio chip for supporting MICAz motes. AvroraZ models the power consumption
CC2420 for various states of operations as given in data sheet.
State

Current

Off

0

Power Down (PD)

20uA

Idle

426uA

Receive (RX)

18.8mA

Transmit (TX)

8.5mA-17.4mA

(depends

on Transmit power)
Table 4.7 Current consumption for radio states

4.4.1.1 Energy efficiency evaluation depending on node density
The purpose of this evaluation is to evaluate the MeshMAC’s energy efficiency with
respect to the number of beacon enabled neighbour nodes. This is evaluated using the
multipath RoutingExample application in three different modes with the same
configurations defined as in sections 4.3.1.3 and 4.3.2.2. Each evaluation is repeated
with increasing number of neighbour nodes from one to 2 BO-SO

1 nodes. The same

evaluation is done in beaconless mode and also using SDS algorithm [33].
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The evaluation is first conducted with the beaconless mode where a node’s transceiver
is always switched on to receive mode except in transmission time. This mode is not
influenced by the number of neighbours as there is no energy consumption related to
network density. As shown in Figure 4.24 nodes without duty cycling require the same
amount of energy, around 338J regardless of number of neighbours.
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Figure 4.24 Radio energy vs. network density

The second evaluation is done with the SDS algorithm [33J implementation where the
network operates in a tree topology. In this test setup a node processes the beacon only
in its parent’s active superframe duration and switches off the transceiver at the end of
the active superframe duration and remains in power off mode until the end of inactive
period. The SDS algorithm saves enormous amount of energy by keeping the
transceiver in the low power mode in the inactive period. This algorithm allows only a
single path to the PAN coordinator whereas the mesh network provides multiple paths
to the PAN Coordinator.
The third evaluation is conducted with the MeshMAC. Before doing the actual
evaluation, the MeshMAC is evaluated by tuning the transceiver in active mode during
its neighbours’ active superframe duration. This test reveals that the energy spent by a
node depends on its number of neighbours in its transmission range. This is due to the
amount of time any node stays in active period depending on the number of neighbours.
From the evaluation, it is observed that the energy spent based on neighbour density
increases by 20.5J approximately. When the number of neighbour nodes increases to
sBO-SO

, the node becomes active all the time and operates similar to beaconless mode.

There is no power conservation. But, MeshMAC is supported with a power control
intelligence which switches the transceiver on for its own active superframe duration.
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broadcast active superframe duration, for tracking the neighbour node’s beacons and to
transmit any data during neighbour’s active superframe duration. This is the MeshMAC
solution to enable energy efficiency in a mesh network using the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon
enabled mode.
The radio energy dependency on the network density is evaluated for the IEEE 802.15.4
beaconless MAC, SDS based beacon-enabled MAC and MeshMAC. The two
synchronous protocols show a vast energy reduction when compared to the standard
IEEE 802.15.4 beaconless mode. It can also be seen that the MeshMAC energy
consumption varies slightly with the network density. This dependency stems from the
energy spent for tracking neighbour beacons which is crucial for distributed beacon
synchronization.
Table 4.8 shows a summary result of the evaluation, which demonstrates that the
MeshMAC’s radio energy consumption results in only a 1% increase in energy
consumption compared to the SDS algorithm when the number of neighbours increases
to 14. This is a negligible increase considering that the MeshMAC also facilitates
broadcast communication through a dedicated SD, while the SDS algorithm does not.
However, the key advantage is that the proposed MAC allows for mesh topologies
which provide multipath communication and higher network lifetime and data reliability
compared to the SDS algorithm which supports only tree topology where the
communication is limited with a node’s parent and the node’s child nodes in the beacon
enabled mode.
Beaconless

SDS

MeshMAC

Energy [J]

Reduction [%]

Reduction [%]

338.37

84.23

N=1

N=14

84.23

83.03

Table 4.8 Radio energy dependency on network density

4.4.1.2 Energy efficiency of a network
The purpose of this test is to analyse the energy spent on a distributed sensor network
that uses MeshMAC with a simple shortest optimal path routing where every node
generates data in 14sec intervals and the data is forwarded to the PAN coordinator
through parent nodes. The energy spent by each node is analysed.
The topology defined in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 is used in this evaluation with the
RoutingExample defined for the multipath data transfer test. Node-0 is programmed as a
PAN coordinator and the remaining nodes from node-1 to node-24 are programmed as
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coordinator (router) devices. The nodes are started in 60sec interval. Each node
allocates its beacon transmission offset using distributed beacon scheduling algorithm
and transmits data in 4.3sec interval to the PAN coordinator.
X 10

Radio energy spent in the WSN for 5.30 hours
MeshMAC with BO=8 SO=4
IEEE 802.15.4 Beaconless mode

Wireless Sensor Network [#]

Figure 4.25 Energy efficiency of the network

The evaluation is conducted by enabling the energy monitor in the AvroraZ
configurations and the amount of power spent for the each node in various states are
reported in the results. This setup was simulated for 5.30 hours.
The total amount of energy spent on the network is calculated by summing up the
individual nodes’ energy. The MeshMAC consumes 483IJ compared to 25377J in
beaconless mode. It brings the energy saving to more than 80% of the whole network as
shown in Figure 4.25.
The graph represented in Figure 4.26 represents the sample energy profile of one node
from the network. The node-3 is taken for this analysis which is surrounded by node-2,
node-4, node-7, node-8 and node-9 nodes in its direct communication range.
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Figure 4.26 Energy profile of node-3 at various states
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Figure 4.27 Time cycles of node-3 at various states

The energy spent by “transmit” state is subtle compared to the “receive” state and “idle”
state. This is because the node is always in “receive” mode during active super frame
duration. Compared to the beaconless mode the MeshMAC spends 82% lesser energy in
“receive” mode. The amount of energy spent in “idle” mode increased by around 21J
which is very less compared to the energy reduction in “receive” mode.
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To understand the energy spent by various states, it is important to analyse the amount
of clock cycles the transceiver spends in each state. The Figure 4.27 represents the
graph of number of cycles spent for each state of the radio. Compared to the beaconless
mode the node spends more than 80% of cycles in “idle” mode due to the inactive
periods in the superframe. Although it spends higher number of clock cycles in “idle”
mode, from Figure 4.26 the total energy spent in “idle” mode is very less which is due
to the fact that the “idle” mode energy consumption per clock cycle is very less. The
“power down” mode represents the state of the radio during the start-up time of the
simulation. From Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 it could be concluded that the number of
clock cycles a node spends in “idle” mode reduces the energy compared to the “receive”
mode. Thus it is important to allow the node to switch to idle mode during the inactive
periods of superframe.
The variance of energy spent by each node in Figure 4.28 is due to the number of
neighbour nodes for each node in the network which influences the processing of
incoming beacon frames and number of data packets being forwarded by the
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RoutingExample application etc. From Figure 4.11, the nodes that were in the comer of
the X-Y plane such as node-4, node-20 and node-24 have only 3 direct neighbours.
Consequently they spend lesser energy compared to the other nodes in the network. The
boundary nodes which are node-1, node-2, node-3, node-9, node-10, node-14, node-15
node-19, node-21, node-22 and node-23 have 5 neighbours and they spend higher
energy than the comer nodes.

The interior nodes node-6, node-7, node-8, node-11,

node-12, node-13, node-16, node-17 and node-18 have 8 direct neighbours and they
consume more energy.
However from Figure 4.28 the higher number of data packets forwarded by the nodes
node 18, node 19, node-12 and node 13 results in higher energy consumption. However
the energy spent by all nodes are uniformly 80% lesser than the energy spent by the
beacon enabled mode. Thus the amount of energy spent by a network is very lesser in
MeshMAC compared to the beaconless mode and it also provides the mesh connectivity.
4.5

Conclusion

The evaluation methods for evaluating the MeshMAC are described in this chapter. The
MeshMAC is evaluated for functional operations to prove the distributed beacon
scheduling and mesh data forwarding features. The evaluations are carried out in a
physical network of MlCAz nodes using Re-Mote testbed infrastmcture. The hardware
constraints of the MlCAz nodes do not allow any assumptions in the evaluation and it
brings the realism to the tests.
The MeshMAC scalability is evaluated using AvroraZ emulator which allows adding
any number of virtual nodes and forming a network. The distributed beacon scheduling
algorithm and multipath mesh data transfer features are proved in a larger network in
the AvroraZ emulator.
The AvroraZ emulator’s battery monitor is used to evaluate the energy consumption of
various transceiver modes. The energy consumption of the MeshMAC is evaluated
against the energy consumption of SDS algorithm, lEFF 802.15.4 beaconless mode.
The energy efficiency is also evaluated under varying node densities.
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5 Conclusion
The IEEE 802.15.4 created a huge interest in the wireless sensor and personal area
networks for low power and low data rate applications. The low power feature and the
ability to be used with low power micro controller made many viable hardware and
software platforms for developing such applications. However, there are many wireless
sensor network applications such as environmental and building monitoring systems
which require multi-hopping feature for relaying data from a source node to a gateway
node. In order to provide reliable communication and to support multiple routes in a
network, mesh topology is preferred.
The IEEE 802.15.4 supports energy efficient beacon enabled mode where nodes switche
their transceiver to low power mode during inactive periods to conserve energy and they
operate in a synchronised manner. It also supports beaconless mode where node is
active always and consumes more power. The beacon enabled mode is favoured in low
power applications such as wireless sensor network applications for the advantage of
energy efficiency. But, the IEEE 802.15.4 limits the energy efficient beacon enabled
mode for one hop star topology networks. In order to support the multihop cluster tree
and mesh topologies, the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol stack requires some additional
features.
In the analysis of e.xtending the IEEE 802.15.4, it is found that for multihop network
where multiple beacon enabled coordinators transmit beacons without colliding with
each other, the beacon scheduling scheme is mandatory. There is no guidance in
selecting appropriate beacon schedule in the standard. Usually wireless sensor networks
consist of low data rate and low power devices on which a centralised server for
providing beacon schedule is not feasible. It will be beneficial if the beacons are
scheduled in the coordinator nodes in a distributed manner.
In particular, SDS algorithm [33] proposes a Time Division Beacon Scheduling method
for cluster tree networks where superframe is divided into number of active superframe
durations. These active superframe durations are allocated for each beacon transmitting
coordinator node. Although this scheme provides an important solution for dividing the
superframe duration, this approach uses a centralised node which has knowledge of the
entire network’s topology. It is not possible to have a powerful centralised server in
such low power low data rate networks to provide beacon schedule and it is also limited
to cluster tree networks. It also restricts the size of the network to a predefined value.
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This thesis proposes the MeshMAC, a low power MAC protocol based on the IEEE
802.15.4 beacon mode. The objective of the work was to develop a low power
IEEE802.15.4 compliant MAC protocol that can enable low power mesh networking
through distributed beacon scheduling. The motivation to focus on mesh topologies was
to improve reliability compared to the standard IEEE802.15.4/Zigbee cluster tree
topology which offers only a single communication path between source and destination,
resulting in single point of failure and creating bottlenecks.
The MeshMAC uses the TDBS approach to divide the superframe. But, the beacon
schedule is calculated in each coordinator node with the local two hop neighbour node
information in a distributed manner. Thus the beacon scheduling mechanism scales well
and does not influence the size of the network.
This is proved in the evaluations in section 4.3.1. The evaluations for distributed beacon
scheduling use a testbed consisting of MICAz [12] nodes that are distributed more than
3 hops apart. The beacons are scheduled for all nodes in the evaluation. In order to test
the scalability of this approach, the same evaluation is repeated with AvroraZ [15]
emulator consisting of 25 nodes and the results are summarised in section 4.3.1.3. In the
evaluation it is found that MeshMAC provides novel beacon scheduling approach for
the IEEE 802.15.4 networks and extends its beacon enabled mode for the mesh
networks.
Another important issue in extending the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode for mesh
network is that there is no specification about the data transfer policy among beacon
enabled coordinator nodes. In a cluster tree network, usually every node communicates
with its child nodes during its own active superframe duration and uses parent’s active
superframe duration to communicate with its parent nodes. This problem becomes
complex when a node has multiple number of beacon enabled neighbours, and it is hard
to decide the time to be active and the time to go for sleep. It requires a policy on
controlling the data transfer and thereby controlling the transceiver for appropriate
states.
The MeshMAC proposes a mesh data transfer policy on which every node sends data in
the destination node’s active superframe duration. Every node starts its active
superframe duration by transmitting its beacon and switches the transceiver to receive
mode. Every node processes its neighbour node’s beacons and if there is any data to be
transmitted to that neighbour, it is sent at that time and then switches its transceiver to
low power mode. The MeshMAC also reserves an unique active superframe duration
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for broadcast packet transmissions where all nodes except the transmitting nodes are in
receive mode.
In this thesis, the mesh data transfer is demonstrated using a routing application on
which data is forwarded towards a PAN coordinator node. There is one node selected as
a data source node which generates data in a defined interval. This thesis evaluates the
MeshMAC protocol for its multipath capability and energy efficiency.
The MeshMAC provides mesh support for the IEEE 802.15.4, so it is possible to find
multiple redundant paths between any two nodes in the network unlike tree networks
where there is always a single path between any two nodes. This has been proved in the
evaluation described in sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2. The evaluations were carried out in
a testbed and AvroraZ emulator. In the testbed, 8 MICAz nodes were used and a node is
selected as data source and another node is selected as PAN coordinator. In the
evaluation it is found that there exist more than 7 paths between these two nodes. In the
AvroraZ, the same evaluation is repeated with 25 nodes and it is found that there exist
more than 172 paths between the data source node and PAN coordinator nodes. The
evaluation also summarises the number of paths to the PAN coordinator from each node.
Thus the MeshMAC extends the IEEE802.15.4 for mesh networks by providing energy
efficient data transfer scheme.
The MeshMAC protocol implementation is evaluated for energy efficiency using
AvroraZ battery monitor. The influence of neighbour node density on energy
consumption is evaluated for the SDS algorithm, IEEE 802.15.4 beaconless mode and
the MeshMAC. It is found that increasing neighbour node slightly increases its energy
conservation depending on the number of neighbours which is due to processing of
neighbour node beacons. But the increment of such energy is subtle and almost equal to
SDS algorithm. The MeshMAC and IEEE 802.15.4 are evaluated for network energy
consumption and it is found that the MeshMAC networks conserves 80% of energy as
described in section 4.4.1.2.
Thus the MeshMAC provides an energy efficient extension for IEEE 802.15.4 beacon
enabled mode to support the mesh topologies. The main contributions for this thesis are
the proposal of distributed beacon scheduling and mesh data transfer policies. Both
solutions scale well and do not restrict the network size. This type of networks
conserves energy and operates for longer duration by compromising the throughput.
Besides these. The MeshMAC provides two-hop neighbour node information to the
network layer to decide dynamic routing decisions.
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5.1

Future work

The MeshMAC protocol solution is implemented in TinyOS 1.x [14] with two sample
applications to demonstrate distributed beacon scheduling algorithm and mesh data
transfer. The implementation is evaluated in MICAz hardware platform and AvroraZ
emulator. The MeshMAC is not designed to run on any specific hardware or radio
chips; it should be implemented and evaluated in different hardware and software
platforms and IEEE 802.15.4 radio chips.
The proposed MeshMAC distributed beacon scheduling algorithm provides a beacon
schedule for a node in the network, but it requires that nodes should be started
sequentially one by one. This is because there cannot be two nodes that can use the
same beacon schedule simultaneously. It should be addressed in the future work based
on MeshMAC protocol possibly with a random backoff time in the event of any other
node which is also in the process of getting a beacon schedule. The time to calculate the
appropriate beacon schedule requires multiple scans and the research should focus on
reducing the time to get a beacon schedule for a node.
The MeshMAC sample applications select its beacon schedule based on the first
available empty active superframe duration slot. It can also be selected based on other
metrics such as QOS, shortest path or any other routing strategies. These selection
strategies must be evaluated based on application requirements.
The MeshMAC beacon scheduling approach finds fixed active superframe duration
based on TDBS scheme. In future the MeshMAC should support variable size active
superframe duration and dynamic active superframe durations based on the traffic
requirements.
The MeshMAC should be evaluated with various networking layer protocols such as
Zigbee [8] and blowpan [9]. The MeshMAC data transfer scheme presents two hop
neighbour node information to the network layer and also supports a broadcast slot. This
two hop neighbour table can be used as a secondary routing table,
finally the MeshMAC should be deployed in real world data monitoring applications
such as building management systems, environmental monitoring systems etc.
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